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NEWS AND COMMENTS

Message from the President
It is a great honour to be the President of IESIS and to be the first woman to hold that office in our
160 years.
IESIS has a broad range of current activities to engage with engineering and other professions, and
always aspires to provide good services for all our members, and we seek to improve what we do for
our membership.
We wish to help to promote high levels of competence, especially directed towards young engineers. I
trust that IESIS will continue to attract and inspire people, especially the younger generation, including
women, to have careers in engineering, and IESIS will carry on in support of the engineering profession.
I look forward to input and feedback from our IESIS members in this our aim.
The importance of engineering in society is being better appreciated. We welcome, for example,
the recent government announcements for increases in funding for training in engineering skills and
technology, and for investment in infrastructure.
IESIS has made important contributions to supporting professional engineering activities particularly
via exchange of information at our meetings, and in the Transactions. This edition of the Journal
continues that tradition by having a special feature on Manufacturing. This includes papers and
articles that discuss the legacy and the future of manufacturing in Scotland, and provides ‘how we
do it’ information from leading Scottish manufacturers. I believe that there is a great deal of useful
information here for those who want to know more about Scottish manufacturing, and for those who
are involved in its development. I hope that you find the Journal to be a ‘good read’.
Karen Dinardo is a Director of the Dinardo Partnership Consulting Civil / Structural Engineers. Her
father, Carlo, served as President of IESIS from 1999-2001.

Editorial
A clear message can be inferred from the papers and articles in the special feature section on Manufacturing
in Scotland (starting on p15): In order to be a successful manufacturer in Scotland the ethos (i.e. the guiding
principles and attitudes that are adopted) of the management and of the workforce is a critical issue. Use of
state of the art technology is of course very important but if all involved have not adopted mind-sets that lead to
success, success will be elusive. The same message comes through from the report of the IESIS Energy Strategy
Group (p5). The Holyrood and Westminster Governments do not approach energy planning from an engineering
perspective that seeks to identify and control the risks involved. However, Gordon Masterton’s paper (p7) shows
that for the London Crossrail Project, the Westminster Government is using a highly professional approach to
risk control. This is the normal situation for government infrastructure planning. The procurement strategy
for Queensferry Crossing, presently under construction, is being expertly managed by Transport Scotland - a
department of the Scottish Government.
The paper on Nuclear Power generation by Keith Burns (p9) also provides good information about such ethos.
In the procurement and operation of a nuclear power station a safety culture is adopted. Everyone involved is
expected to report ideas about improving safety. Rather than be vilified for pointing out when things are wrong
(the normal fate of a whistle-blower) those who give useful suggestions for improvement are rewarded.
The verb to engineer is used in relation to situations where people think hard about how to solve problems
rather than jump to conclusions about how to proceed. Hence better outcomes are achieved. This word is not
used exclusively for traditional engineering contexts. Those enterprises that seek to engineer their businesses
are much more likely to be successful than those who do not.
In proposing that an engineering ethos be adopted, we are not putting forward a new idea. Such ethos is in
common use in society but its absence is evident in many enterprises. It use needs to become pervasive.
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Energy Strategy Group
Since 2008 the IESIS Energy Strategy Group has promoted the principle that the Government needs to
engineer its energy policy. Governments worldwide are being told: “In order to reduce CO2 emissions, the
production of energy from fossil fuels must be replaced by energy from renewable sources and that the
process for producing energy from nuclear fission is too dangerous and too expensive.” Those who give
such advice seem to believe that there is no need to investigate the consequences of such a transformation
because, regardless of the consequences, it has to be done.
The IESIS position is that whatever policy is proposed, it should be thoroughly investigated prior to
implementation and, if it is decided to go ahead despite, for example, major cost increases, strategies for
dealing with the negative consequences should be part of the policy. That would be an engineered approach.
There is a risk to operation of the electricity system that it could become unstable and experience faults
that would cause it to shut down. Coal fired generators, that are being closed down without replacement,
are important in controlling the stability of the system. There are other control methods but programmes
to fit the necessary equipment had not yet been completed nor had studies to fully assess the risk to stability
of the system been completed prior to these closures. This does not represent a logical, engineered approach
to problem solving.
Unwillingness to fully embrace engineering principles for energy planning is not confined to the Holyrood
and Westminster Governments. To seek to reduce CO2 emissions is a pervasive objective for political parties
and governments worldwide. But neglect of engineering principles in seeking to achieve this objective seems
to be similarly pervasive. Such neglect seems to stem from the belief that market signals will keep down
the price of electricity. For security of supply and security of operation, the position and type of generating
plant is important. Decisions about types of plant should be adopted and where they should be built must
be based on the results of models that predict the behaviour of the system. This implies that the system
needs to be subject to engineering design. Hence security, cost, emissions reduction and other issues need
all to be considered as part of a comprehensive study to identify the most appropriate solution that, on
balance, will satisfy the objectives. There is no market mechanism that can come close to the potential of
this approach to deliver good outcomes for an electricity system.
We are not making a general statement about the effectiveness of markets. We refer only to the production
of electricity. The electricity system needs to be viewed as comprising a set of parts that collaborate
with each other - rather than as a set of competing entities. This does not mean that the system must be
privatised. It does mean that the system needs to be tightly regulated.
Using engineering methodology in planning for the electricity system will not guarantee that the goals of
the system will all be achieved. It will guarantee that the risks involved in seeking to achieve the goals will
be significantly less than by relying on market signals.

The IESIS Education Fund
The institution has established a fund that supports good practice for engineering education at schools and
universities and helps people in education to be involved in activities. Typical contributions to funding
include:

•
•
•
•
•

Special lectures at schools by eminent engineers
Support for visits abroad by students
Prizes at universities
Scholarships for school pupils
etc.

Applications for grants from the fund should be addressed to:
IESIS, Clydeport Building, 16 Robertson St, Glasgow, G2 8DS, iesis@btconnect.com
IESIS www.iesis.org											
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The Professional Engineering Group
Under the auspices of IESIS, in September 2016 Abbie Hutty gave a talk at Bellahouston Academy and at
Whitehill Secondary about her career as a professional engineer. Abbie is the Lead Structures Engineer for
Airbus on the European Space Agency ExoMars Rover project. At the lectures, she described her work for
the Rover vehicle that will be launched in 2020. She explained the complexity of the design for the Rover
vehicle that will operate in a very much higher temperature range than conventional vehicles.
Other activities of the Group included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 2016 update to our schools website promoting professional engineering was rolled out in May
and has been well received by both students and staff during the schools visit programme. (www.
profeng.org).
Via IESIS, Prof Ed McCann gave a talk to Glasgow Academy and Notre Dame High School on 2nd
Nov 2016.
A number of IESIS members attended careers days at schools throughout Scotland.
The Profeng Schools Powerpoint presentation was updated in March for use in several of the Group
visits.
The Profeng Group continued to work closely throughout the year with Glasgow City Council
STEM Innovation Education Services receiving considerable support in fulfilling the schools lecture
programme.
The Group is pleased to already have acceptances from three leading speakers in support of its 2017
schools presentations on engineering as a career.
Prof Iain MacLeod has accepted an invitation to deliver a talk at the 2017 Orkney International
Science Festival – the major science festival in the north of Scotland with strong links to schools.
The Institution made the Sir Robert Easton Award to David Watson for his continuing support of the
Profeng activities.

Calling all engineers!
Primary Engineer hosts the Scottish Engineering
Leaders Award, a free competition for Primary
and Secondary pupils in Scotland. Schools request
an engineer to visit and talk about their career, how
they got into engineering and what interests them.
Once the engineer leaves, pupils are asked: “If you
were an engineer in Scotland, what would you do?”
They put together an engineering solution including
their design and a pitch letter. The best designs are
selected and each year one is built by Master’s level
students at the University of Strathclyde and revealed
at the Grand Final in June at the Barony Hall!
If there is a local school that you could visit for
an hour or so one day, then contact engineers@
primaryengineer.com
Any further questions, contact Lise McCaffery,
Director for Primary Engineer in Scotland on:

07917 176 739

2016 Special Leaders Award winning idea,
prototype of a rotating bench manufactured by
MEng students and Strathclyde University

lise.mccaffery@primaryengineer.com
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Paper No. 1677

Engineers and Government - The Case for
Improving Strategic Risk Management
Gordon Masterton
Gordon Masterton was President of IESIS 2010-2012. He was formerly Vice-President of Jacobs
Engineering and is now Professor of Future Infrastructure at the University of Edinburgh.

Abstract
The shortage of in-house engineering expertise within government departments is sometimes
cited as a justification for passing engineering and technology risk to the privatised sector.
But government still carries the reputational risk. How can it fulfil its oversight and
assurance of strategic risks without the in-house skills to do so? The paper describes the
model adopted for the oversight and assurance of Crossrail using a highly experienced
resident team independent of delivery, and accountable to government. This model could
be extended to the oversight and assurance of strategic risks in infrastructure sectors, each
reporting to the National Infrastructure Commission.

“Let risks be transferred where they are best able
to be managed.” The flaw with this philosophy is that
governments cannot exempt themselves from responsibility
in the public’s eye simply by saying they have transferred
the risks. When our life support systems break down, it
will be of no value whatsoever for politicians to attempt
to respond to the media, hungry for reasons and remedies,
to say that “we have transferred responsibility for energy
supply (or water supply, or flood management, or railway
safety) to the private sector and it is their job to fix this.”
There are certain responsibilities for the smooth running
of our critical infrastructure that governments cannot
abrogate. The media are ruthless at hunting out attempts
to sidestep responsibility, and we should be grateful for
that.
This does leave governments with a problem, however,
because it is true that the days of large civil service
engineering departments within the transport, energy,
water, communications, environment and defence sectors
are long past. Very few government departments, if any,
have the critical mass of engineering intellect to be able
to provide the ideal conditions for intellectual growth,
knowledge development, strategic capability and strategic
risk appraisal. That expertise has indeed evaporated as a
result of austerity cuts, or migrated to privatised industries
that run public sector services in packaged units. These
packaged units are split into regions, or other convenient
financial bundles that shareholders see as having the
right balance of risk and reward. They are no longer
national assets, they are regionalised assets. But who
now has the holistic national overview? Who is equipped

Gordon Masterton

to make evidence-based decisions and apply engineering
methodology to assist politicians to make critical
decisions on critical infrastructure? The public still expects
governments to have that capability. But governments
have largely lost the skills and resources to fulfil that
expectation.
There is a way forward that does not need to involve renationalising our infrastructure services. Governments can
and should create the right platforms for expert engineers
to provide knowledge of the research-base, the analytical
interpretation of evidence, and the overview of strategic
risks that should inform political decisions.
When the decision was made in 2007, through the passing
of the Crossrail Act, to begin the largest construction

Tunnel boring machine
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project in Europe, the Department for Transport and
Transport for London realised that they needed help.
Firstly, they recognised that a new delivery entity would be
required, and created Crossrail Ltd (CRL) as a subsidiary
of Transport for London. In turn, they recognised that
growing this organically into an organisation capable of
delivering the programme was not credible. Contracts
were let for delivery partners and design consultancies,
and later, construction and equipment contractors and
their supply chains. They created the building blocks of a
successful design, procurement, delivery and operational
capability, within the tension created by the private sector
tendering in competition.
This model also, by necessity, breaks downs work
packages into manageable chunks. Who retains the holistic
overview of the programme? Who holds the risk of strategic
failure? Would it be acceptable for government to hide
behind the devolved responsibilities to CRL in the event
of huge cost or schedule overruns? Or the strategic failure
through a local council issuing a stop work injunction
as a result of a breakdown in stakeholder relations? The
Department recognised that it still retained the lion’s share
of the ownership of strategic risks.
How could the Department match the intellectual
horsepower on risk management within the devolved
organisational structure? Would it always be in the
position of having to accept the views expressed by the
delivery organisation because therein lies the expertise?
Would reliance on that expertise entirely be a strategic risk
in itself?
The Department of Transport decided that this would
indeed be a risk too far, and commissioned long term expert
support by appointing a Crossrail Project Representative
(PRep). Jacobs was successful in competing for that, and
since 2009, has performed that role. The PRep team was
selected for its experience and capability in managing
major programmes, its proven track record in assessing and
managing delivery and operational risks, and its integrity
and seniority, sufficient to earn the respect of the delivery
organisation, who would be subjected to its oversight
and assurance role. The PRep team was co-located with
CRL senior management and a continuing presence of
core personnel (a small but highly experienced team) with
full access to meetings, data, and reports. A regime of
independent monthly reporting, shared with CRL, on how
the strategic risks in the programme were being managed
kept the client informed on progress, and was the vehicle
for raising issues. By being out of the direct responsibility
for directing and managing the programme, the PRep
team could retain that independence of thought and had
the thinking time so often not afforded to senior managers
within the constant pressure of a high stakes delivery
programme. One of the early PRep successes was insisting
that the quality of monthly and semi-annual reporting
by CRL should be improved, and external advisers were

finally commissioned by CRL to do exactly that. The PRep
role also had a dimension of client behaviour management
– e.g. resisting inclinations of the client to instruct changes.
This model of independent peer review was commended
by the National Audit Report of 2014. (https://www.
nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Crossrail.pdf)
which said: “The Crossrail programme has adhered to the
principle of holding projects to a very high level of scrutiny
before proceeding by:
•
•
•

•
•

Clear formal agreements;
Crossrail Limited earning its autonomy to deliver the
programme by passing a series of challenging review
points;
Strong internal and external challenge to Crossrail
Limited from the Project Representative, a team of
senior engineers that reviews and challenges Crossrail
Limited’s work on behalf of sponsors;
Either sponsor could withdraw from the programme
and the programme could be cancelled up until the
final review point;
The scope was clearly defined. To date, sponsors have
proposed only ten changes to the programme.”

The Department’s oversight benefits from:
•
•
•

•

its role on the Joint Sponsor Board;
the presence of a Department-nominated nonexecutive director on the board of Crossrail Limited;
the Project Representative, who reviews and provides
commentary on Crossrail Limited’s regular progress
reports, as well as carrying out focused reviews of
particular aspects of the programme. These reports
help the Department and Transport for London
to engage with and challenge Crossrail Limited
effectively; and
clear, high quality monthly and semi-annual reports
on progress, which, on the whole, focus on the main
issues of interest for sponsors.”

And the National Audit Office concludes its report
with: “Overall, if progress to date can be maintained, and
risks managed, Crossrail is on track to achieve value for
money.”
This model of expert, independent oversight and
assurance is eminently transferrable to other programmes,
and need not be restricted to the construction phase.
Government needs expert engineering advice and
guidance in all areas of infrastructure, even those that are
apparently mature and dealing with incremental decision
making. Expert, independent sectoral bodies reporting to
the National Infrastructure Commission can fulfil that
overview of the national interest that is lacking in the
current disjointed structures for critical infrastructure risk
management.
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Paper No. 1678

Nuclear Power in the UK
Keith Burns
Keith Burns spent most of his career as a professional engineer in the UK nuclear power industry
latterly as Safety and Technical Manager at the Torness Nuclear Power Station.

Abstract
No engineer would choose a complex solution to a problem if a simpler, easier, safer and
more reliable solution exists. The complexity of ensuring safe nuclear electricity generation
makes it a superficially unattractive source of low carbon electricity, especially when
compared with the perceived stark simplicity of wind, wave, tidal and other apparently
straightforward “green” alternatives. Therefore, for nuclear power to succeed, we must
be able to demonstrate that successful handling of its complexity will offset its apparent
disadvantages. In the eyes of the public, the unattractive features of nuclear power are
safety, waste disposal, nuclear proliferation risks and cost. These can be managed, but
the challenge is to engage the public with their solutions. The returns will be a safe low
carbon source of energy with extremely low consumption of land area, minimal waste
disposal issues and a competitive price. Available fuel resources into the future will be
secure through known uranium reserves and the effectively limitless abundance of thorium
beyond.

History
Since the Cold war era, civil nuclear power development
has never fully secured public acceptance in the UK and
elsewhere. Accidents at Windscale, Three Mile Island,
Chernobyl and Fukushima have been a major deterrent,
despite the fact that loss of life at all these events has been
far, far below those in many other industrial disasters
(e.g. Seveso, Bhopal, Frejus). The emotive link with
bombs and radiation further exacerbates the debate. The
nuclear industry evolved from the wartime imperative to
make a nuclear weapon before Hitler made one. In the
early days of research into the structure of the atom, Sir
Ernest Rutherford said that any practical use of atomic
energy was moonshine. Yet after the Second World War,
as a worthy attempt to turn swords into ploughshares,
there was a continuation of nuclear reactor development
for electricity generation in the UK and elsewhere. The
incentives were clear, particularly with a fuel having an
energy density orders of magnitude greater than any other
plausible energy source, and for nations with a growing
scarcity of other energy resources (e.g. France and Finland).
Each nation concentrated on design solutions that were
a natural continuation of the military research they had
been pursuing. The global market for nuclear electricity
generation grew very slowly. There was early, mainly USbased domination with the relative simplicity of water
as both primary coolant and moderator (needed to slow

Keith Burns

down neutrons for efficient capture and fission). Other
nations developed their own versions of this relatively
simple water-cooled reactor (USSR, Germany, France

Figure 1 Torness Nuclear Power Station, Scotland
and latterly Japan and China). Canada developed their
CANDU (CANada Deuterium, Uranium) design using
heavy water, and this remains Canada’s domestic choice
(with a smaller export record). However, CANDU never
became a serious competitor for the Pressurised Water
Reactor (PWR). The UK was an exception to other
nations with its early concentration on carbon dioxide as
primary coolant and graphite as moderator for its Magnox
(magnesium-aluminium alloy) and AGR (Advanced Gas
cooled Reactor). Despite early difficulties with a range
of such prototypes the UK design programme eventually
delivered a successful fleet of reliable workhorses. The

IESIS www.iesis.org											
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difficulties of simplifying on-site construction eventually
led to the end of the AGR programme because it could
not compete with the pressurised water reactor (Sizewell
B) on cost.
There is now a global market for nuclear steam supply
systems. The term ‘steam supply’ includes the reactor
that produces heat and the heat transfer process to create
the steam. All currently available commercial designs still
use water as primary coolant. Passive safety systems are
available and evolving, with reduced need for external
contingency power for essential cooling, and enhanced
features learning the lessons from Fukushima, Chernobyl
and other accidents. Alternative reactor designs are in
the global R&D pipeline, but commercial demonstration
prototypes have still to emerge.

Figure 2 Components of a nuclear generating plant
(pressurised water reactor)
(Source: US Nuclear Regulatory Commmission)

Safety
The nuclear power industry faces the challenge of public
acceptability on a scale that is different from all other
industries. The reasons for this are understandable, if not
always rational, since the industry’s global safety record
for loss life per kWh produced is better than all other
methods of electricity production, and sets standards of
public and industrial safety unmatched by any other
method of electricityj generation.
The disadvantage with the still-preferred choice of water
as a primary coolant is that the water must be in liquid
phase and at high pressure to deliver the temperature
needed for efficient generation of electricity. This leads to
the need for a reactor core contained in very high integrity
pressure containment. It is very important to ensure that
the containment cannot fail and lead to the fuel losing the
water it needs to prevent melting and potential escape to
the environment (although back-up systems also cover this
very unlikely event). Such a failure mode was involved
in the accidents at Three Mile Island and Fukushima.
Reducing the likelihood of such a failure is a continuing
development direction, and this tends to produce increasing
complexity and cost of design for safety.
Development of safer designs is now focussing on novel
passive safety features which do not need external sources
of power to deal with essential cooling of the fuel to
prevent melting. The risk of fission product release can

also be reduced by using coolants that do not need to be
pressurised to retain cooling in fault conditions. Potentially
most attractive are designs using molten salts as primary
coolant. Removal of the need for pressurised primary
coolant significantly reduces the risk of fission product
dispersal in the event of a failure of fuel containment.
British gas cooled reactors have concrete pressure vessels
with no catastrophic failure modes and a coolant (carbon
dioxide) which can still maintain fuel integrity even with
a complete loss of coolant pressure. However, their size
and labour intensive on-site construction demands led to
failure to secure any significant overseas market against
the dominance of water cooled reactors. Even the UK,
along with the rest of the world, has now changed to water
cooled reactors (first with Sizewell B and now the various
designs for the evolving new-build contracts). These
must be engineered to reduce the probability of extreme
accidents to a UK regulatory requirement of less than one in
a million per reactor-year, an objective that would disable
the future of any other energy industry. The complexitycost of achieving such safety levels continues to make the
economic case for nuclear electricity very challenging.
As with all industrial processes, safety will ultimately be
determined by the quality of regulation as well as builtin design for safety. The accidents at Chernobyl and
Fukushima both had causes linked with safety regulation
and local culture as well as intrinsic design vulnerability.

Regulation
The UK regulatory model ensures that ownership of safe
design and operation rests with the operator who holds
the nuclear licence. UK regulation is non-prescriptive and
requires the licence holder to have arrangements for all
aspects of safety, but does not dictate how this is achieved.
The owner/operator will always have the greatest
competence to prescribe detail. Application for a nuclear
site licence in the UK requires the applicant to specify
all design and process control arrangements to ensure
safe operation throughout life. A “safety case” must be
produced which identifies all possible fault sequences
(and their probabilities) which could lead to a release of
radionuclides to the environment.
Ascribing probabilistic estimates to faults permits a
balanced approach to the distribution of effort across the
system design. However, as Richard Feynman explained
during the US Challenger disaster inquiry, estimating
numerical probability for engineering failures requires
great care with the reliability of raw input data. Therefore
the probabilistic safety case is supported by the usual
deterministic analysis of hazards through conventional
risk assessment processes such as Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis (FMEA) etc. Protection and control systems must
reduce the risk of common-mode failure through the use
of diverse separately-sourced components, segregation
and spatial separation. Identification of all conceivable
fault sequences includes plausible external hazards, manmade and natural (e.g. earthquake, aircraft impact etc.).
Outside the analysis of design-basis fault sequences,
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a process of beyond-design-basis accident analysis is
required. This addresses symptoms that are conceivable,
but were not fully considered in the design process because
they were judged to be too unlikely (beyond a target return
frequency). This allows freedom for operator action based
upon prevailing symptoms during an emergency response
if such an unlikely event were to happen.
The safety case must be submitted to the independent
UK regulator along with all supporting processes
(operating rules, maintenance schedules, emergency
plan etc,). The regulator vets the submission and when
satisfied that all aspects are adequate, will issue a nuclear
site licence. Throughout life, from construction through
to decommissioning, the regulator audits compliance with
the site licence. A formal incident reporting process is
required by the licence, with the regulator having the power
to enforce shutdown and remedial measures proportionate
to the incident.
The Achilles heel of a safety management strategy will
always be human error. All human decision points in the
process are ascribed a probability of failure to danger,
and the plant design and process must incorporate steps
to reduce this probability to an acceptable level through
duplication and back up to each operator action.
A broad safety culture must permeate the operating
company. This must be built into the behaviour of all
those involved with the process.
Everyone must own
a share of action within their sphere of control. Incident
reporting must be on an open no-blame basis. This
devolved ownership of safety is built into UK nuclear
regulation. At the top of the devolved safety ownership
hierarchy rests the “licence holder”. This is the director
level head of the licenced site. He is answerable to the
regulator for all aspects of compliance with the nuclear
site licence. His safety responsibility to the regulator overrides his responsibility to his company chief executive.
No aspects of safety responsibility can be devolved to
contractors.
At the international level the International Atomic
Energy Authority (IAEA) acts as a standard setter for safety
management globally. It has no directing authority, but it
commands respect and sets standards and audits against
these standards using peer reviews using teams staffed
by employees of operating companies around the world.
The World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO)
performs a similar function.

Future Designs
Today, the global availability of a variety of nuclear steam
supply systems for electricity generation provides genuine
choice for potential users. Many of the available systems
have a construction and operating history that allows
potential customers to make an informed decision about the
most secure business case. This is particularly important
considering some poor records of failure to deliver to time
and cost (and poor operating load factors) that have beset

Paper No. 1678

the industry. The nuclear steam supply chosen for Hinkley
Point C would probably rank as the least attractive choice
in any well chosen list of design options. This is because
there is no completed demonstration project, with two
precursors (in Finland and France) having a long history of
construction delays, cost over-runs and licensing problems.
It is an unworthy start to UK new nuclear programme.
Two nuclear new-build designs currently under
assessment have construction time and cost that should
make the project risks much lower than for unproven
prototypes:
•
•

Wylfa and Oldbury. Hitachi-GE Advanced Boiling
Water Reactor (ABWR), Design acceptance
December 2017
Moorside, Cumbria. Westinghouse Advanced
Pressurised Water Reactor (APR), Design acceptance
late 2017?

These will set the general direction of the UK’s new
nuclear build programme. Each of the new designs is a
water cooled reactor. The Advanced pressurised water
reactor for Moorside is similar in concept to the Areva
PWR for Hinkley Point C. All these designs have enhanced
safety features following post-Fukushima stress testing for
extreme fault scenarios. The Advanced Boiling Water
Reactor for Oldbury and Wylfa is new in concept for the UK.
In this design, the primary coolant water boils within the
reactor core, delivering steam direct to the power turbine,
whereas the other two designs maintain liquid phase water
throughout the primary coolant loop, transferring heat
to a secondary loop where the steam is generated for the
turbine. Thus for new nuclear build in the UK there is
no progress towards novel reactor designs departing from
the use of water as coolant and moderator. This has the
advantage of accumulated operating experience, but leaves
the pursuit of novel reactor design for future programmes.
Remaining UK design and build capability rests only with
Rolls Royce and their expertise with nuclear submarine
propulsion systems, a very different remit due to the need
for higher enrichment fuel for compactness of submarine
design. We must now find our options in the global market
for nuclear steam supply systems.
The absence of novel design concepts in the UK new
nuclear programme does not mean the absence of such
designs. We must look mainly to the USA, Canada, China,
India and Russia for development work in this area.

Waste processing or storage
It is often claimed that there is no solution to nuclear
waste. Yet Finland has been building a nuclear waste
storage complex since 2004. It is not a dump. It is a
deep underground store within stable geology. The
waste is encapsulated, classified and monitored so that if
unforeseen problems arise, the material can be removed
and dealt with.
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Figure 3 Bruce Power Plant, Ontario, Canada
Our stock of used fuel should not be considered as waste.
It has considerable amounts of unused and exploitable
energy within it that can be re-used with future technology
by re-processing to produce fuel for re-use from the useful
isotopes left over. In the UK, decommissioning and waste
costs are factored into total lifetime costs for all recent and
new-nuclear build projects. The long amortisation period
for long term storage of waste makes the annual cost
reasonable. The problems of waste storage are political
rather than technical.

Operational reliability
The best indicator of reliability is lifetime load factor.
Operating load factors for nuclear plant world-wide have
improved dramatically since the early years of commercial
reactor development. Design targets are now above 90%
and are consistently achieved. The UK had an early record
of poor load factors which has improved steadily with
time. The Heysham 2 AGR nuclear plant has recently
broken the world record for uninterrupted generation
(940 days) and this sets the standard for future designs,
and vindicates the perseverance to solve the many early
problems of AGR reliability.

Fuel resources
Commercially exploitable uranium reserves are expected
to last for about 90 years at current usage rates.
Thorium as an alternative to uranium has many
advantages. It is so globally abundant that it effectively
will never reach exhaustion. It produces waste streams
that are far less sensitive to proliferation risk. The reactor
technology to use this fuel is a relatively routine evolution
of existing technology and is well under development
particularly in India and China. The growth of use and
acceleration of development is very unlikely to happen
until uranium ore costs are high enough to provide the
economic incentive.

Cost and carbon emissions
The very high energy density of nuclear fuel compared
with all other methods of electricity generation makes

nuclear a potentially attractive option because the reduced
amount of material and land area per MWh generated
will reduce the cost of construction. Set against this
is the challenge of reducing all controllable costs to a
competitive level with other fuels. Under a UK nuclear
site licence, ownership of the nuclear safety case cannot be
outsourced to contractors. Total capability for safety of
the system must remain in-house. This will always make
reducing the cost of technical staff a greater challenge
than for most other industries. The UK government has
attempted to level the playing field for competing methods
of generating low-carbon electricity (nuclear being near to
zero-carbon). The strategy at present is to offer “contractsfor-difference” which freeze a “strike price”. If the market
price during the life of the generator falls below the strike
price, the operator is compensated (by government) for
the difference; if the price rises above the strike price, the
government takes the difference. The strike price is set
by the government for each method of generation; the
differences are intended to reflect the variations in costexposure for the emerging technologies. This has some
logic provided that the “system integration cost” of each
new technology to the customer is truly reflected in the
offered strike price. In this way, the variations in strike
price for contracts to build and operate will reflect the
ultimate cost to the customer and help to balance the
market between competing technologies vying for market
share.
Using the strike price as a comparator with
alternative low carbon technologies, even the high strike
price for Hinkley Point C looks attractive, especially when
viewed alongside a design life of 60 years and expected
load factors of over 90%.

Weapons proliferation and disposal of
plutonium
The Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty is the main bulwark
against diversion of nuclear material for weapons use.
It is encouraging that most principal nuclear-capable
nations are signatories: USA, European nations, Russian
Federation, China, Iran, and Iraq. Signatory nations are
open to international inspection by the International Atomic
Energy Agency in Vienna. As with all human agencies,
it has limitations. Non-signatory nations include India,
Pakistan, and Israel. Their reasons are understandable,
but alarming. However, Pakistan is dependent on China
for nuclear industry support. India is similarly dependent
on Russia. It is unlikely that these non-signatories would
act against the guidance of their supporters. Israel would
hopefully not act against the guidance of the USA.
The risk of weapons proliferation linked with the
potential availability and diversion of weapons grade
material can be reduced in the longer term by using nonenriched uranium and ultimately using thorium as fuel to
replace uranium. Potentially hazardous legacy material
such as plutonium can be re-used as fuel for commercial
purposes.
The UK government has been offered a promising
solution to the problem of nuclear waste treatment.
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Sellafield holds around 110 tonnes of plutonium as a
legacy from the weapons programme and the re-processing
of used nuclear fuel. It is a costly legacy to store long term,
and is too valuable to treat as waste. GE-Hitachi proposed
to UK government that it would develop, design, build
and operate a fast reactor to use the plutonium as fuel
to generate electricity and GE–Hitachi would carry the
commercial risks of the venture. Their proposed PRISM
(Power Reactor Innovative Small Module) reactor would
have passive safety features not available to current reactor
designs, the most attractive being the use of liquid-metal
coolant that could not result in fuel meltdown even with
total loss of forced circulation. To date, the government is
still to make a decision on this interesting proposal.

Beyond Nuclear Fission

Small vs. large

Conclusions

Small modular reactors (SMR) can be assembled on site
from large factory-built but transportable assemblies,
reducing construction costs. However, building small
reactors when the need is for large amounts of power means
that the benefit of economies of scale is lost. Modularity
need not be restricted to small reactors. New large reactors
are increasingly designed for assembly from very large but
transportable factory-built modules, although steel reactor
pressure vessels will always be a limitation to modularity.
The use of low pressure molten salt reactors will further
reduce the scale of primary containment vessels for easier
factory production and transport.

We are, hopefully, on the brink of a new global era of
nuclear new build projects. Competition between the
available designs should lead to rapid evolution and
improvement. Many will argue that nuclear power is too
dangerous for such trials. These arguments are not unique
to nuclear power, but face many aspects of developing
technology such as GM crop use and shale gas extraction
by hydraulic fracturing.
The sober reality of safety engineering throughout
history is that we learn how to do better from our mistakes
on the way. The nuclear industry leads the field in
anticipating mistakes by creating safety cases which seek
to address all conceivable fault sequences which could lead
to a public hazard. We risk losing the opportunities that
new technologies may offer as a result of decisions being
made by people who frequently do not have the capability
to understand the technology they are assessing. Even
worse, politicians and civil servants seem to seek advice
from sources with potential conflicts of interest that serve
the political aims of their masters rather than seeking
objectivity. Even academia seems often to have lost sight
of the objectivity necessary to provide unbiased advice
because of their need to secure grant aid from sources of
funding for research.
We need a better culture of objectivity and rational
analysis to guide our political decision making on energy
strategy. Electricity from nuclear energy should remain a
candidate for consideration.

Environmental management
The high energy density of nuclear fuel makes waste
volumes per kWh very low compared with fossil fuels.
Normal operation of a nuclear generating plant creates
discharges whose biological uptake through the food
chain is harmless. All waste streams (conventional and
radionuclides) are held well within regulator-controlled
authorisation limits. Public concern is more associated
with accidents, and Chernobyl and Fukushima make the
perceived consequences impossible to ignore. Discharges
during extreme fault conditions are dealt with by an
emergency plan which limits public exposure using
appropriate civilian evacuation arrangements.

There are expectations of new ground breaking with fusion
power. Progress with large scale physics demonstrator
reactors is impressive. However, they are a very long
way from demonstration of sustained heat transport to
achieve the boiling water needed for electricity generation.
Having a primary heat source at over a million degrees
C provides formidable problems when the objective is to
create steam at around 600C. Steady state heat transport
across this temperature range is still to be demonstrated
and may be achieved with the ITER project. A commercial
demonstration reactor is well beyond the time-scale of our
medium term energy needs.
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Further reading

Note on sources – These references originate mainly from the nuclear industry. For counter-arguments refer to sources such
as Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, World Wildlife Fund etc.
1. Costs: http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/economic-aspects/economics-of-nuclear-power.aspx
2. Designs:
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-power-reactors/generation-ivnuclear-reactors.aspx
3. Fusion: http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/nuclear-fusion-power.aspx
4. Fast reactor and plutonium: https://www.theengineer.co.uk/issues/energy-and-sustainability-special/prism-project-aproposal-for-the-uks-problem-plutonium/
5. Weapons proliferation:
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/safety-and-security/non-proliferation/
safeguards-to-prevent-nuclear-proliferation.aspx
6. Small Modular Reactors: http://www.energy.gov/ne/nuclear-reactor-technologies/small-modular-nuclear-reactors
7. Fuel resources:
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/uranium-resources/supply-ofuranium.aspx
8. Fusion: http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/current-and-future-generation/nuclear-fusion-power.aspx
9. Advanced power reactors:
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/nuclear-powerreactors/advanced-nuclear-power-reactors.aspx
10. Radiation risks: “Radiation and Reason, The Impact of Science on a Culture of Fear” (Oct 2009), Wade Allison, York
Publishing

From the Kelvin to the Karoo and back again.
Class 15F 4-8-2 steam locomotive No 3007
Copies of this stunning painting by
Dugald Cameron, former Director of the
Glasgow School of Art and IESIS Fellow,
are available for purchase.
Sizes and prices
594 x 780 mm £50
420 x x 533 mm £40
297 x x 376 mm £30
P&P not included Sizes quoted include
a border (other sizes can be supplied by
arrangement)
These prices include a donation to the
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To order a copy please contact
IESIS, 16 Robertson Street Glasgow , G2 8DS
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Disruptive Manufacturing in the
4th Industrial Era
Nick Shields and Gordon Venters
Nick Shields, Director, Scottish Manufacturing Advisory Service, Scottish Enterprise (SMAS) and
Gordon Venters, Head of Engineering, Strategy & Sectors, Scottish Enterprise.

Synopsis
This paper explores both the opportunities and challenges of reindustrialisation within the context of Industry 4.0 and explains how
the National Manufacturing Action Plan1 could help manufacturers
in Scotland to respond to disruptive forces that are forecast to have
widespread impact on the industry.
The paper explores the future of manufacturing in Scotland as
Industry 4.0 developments emerge globally that could create both
disruptive opportunities for ambitious manufacturers and severe
competitive challenges for many others.

Nick Shields

Gordon Venters

Introduction
The 4th Industrial Revolution has recently been defined as
the alignment of digital and communication technologies
and is now viewed as the next disruptive development of
manufacturing. The first revolution was driven by steam,
the second by mass production and the third by automation.
This new industrial model can be characterised by:
autonomous vehicles, 3D printing and cyber-physical
systems (i.e. systems where computing and computer
networks are integral with the physical processes). This
4th Revolution is often referred to as ‘Industry 4.0’.
The current development of digital technologies,
connected products and systems generates many
opportunities when coupled to a rapidly changing
global economy with resource constraints, changing
demographics and shifting wealth patterns.
The opportunities now afforded for manufacturing
are potentially huge. The declining cost of automation,
the need to rationalise supply chains and scarcity of
resources is forcing businesses who traditionally offshored production to rethink entire business models.

Manufacturing in Scotland
Scotland has one of the oldest and most respected
traditions of engineering and manufacturing - see paper
by Sweeney and Johnston page 34.
In line with many other industrialised nations,
manufacturing activity in Scotland has been in decline
over the last few decades; however manufacturing still
plays a pivotal role in the Scottish Economy.
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Manufacturing in Scotland:
• Employs 188,900 people, accounting for 7.4 per cent
of all employment in Scotland.2
• Accounts for 11% of Scotland’s national output,
similar to that of the UK.3
• Is a key driver of exports; in 2014 international
exports by the Scottish manufacturing sector were
£14.3 billion, 52% of total exports.4

Manufacturing in Scotland

The growing globalisation, and the desire to drive up living
standards in the Far East, coupled with the requirement
to drive down the costs of consumer goods, led many
businesses to relocate to lower cost economies. Businesses
that made products where the determining factor was
price, not performance or quality, found that relocating
to China or India was a pre-requisite for continuing
competitiveness. The wholesale relocation of these
businesses to the Far East also eroded the infrastructure
supporting these industries, such as steel and tool making.

• Undertakes 54% of all R&D investment by businesses
(BERD) in the Scotland, £488 million in 2014.
• Employs highly skilled people, median weekly fulltime earnings in the manufacturing industry in
Scotland were £554 in 2015. This was higher than
the median across all industries, which stood at £527.
As economies industrialise, manufacturing’s share of
GDP tends to peak around 25-30% as wages grow and
consumers have more money to spend on services, the
service sector grows generating employment in these
sectors.5
Scotland’s recent experience has reflected this in line
with most other developed economies. Many sectors that
engaged in production aimed at consumer markets have
now exited Scotland.
Globalisation very much fashioned the start of
industrialisation in Scotland with the import of jute,
cotton and tobacco from the British Empire which were
imported into factories all across Scotland. These same
trade winds blew away much of this industrial activity
as factories located to lower cost economies due to the
advent of global trade, raw material sourced in market
and the increased capability of developing economies.
Manufacturing in Scotland today
Given the large scale de-industrialisation witnessed in a
generation, the question is often asked, “do we actually
make anything in Scotland anymore?” Factories often
employed thousands of people and many were large
vertically integrated enterprises where raw materials
entered and finished products departed. From a steady
level in the 1950s of around 675,000 employees, the
employment levels in manufacturing have dropped to
around 188,900. Employment levels halved from 1960 to
1995 with the two most marked reductions having been
in the metals sector, including machinery and vehicles and
in the textiles sector.
The advent of the electronics industry in Scotland was
viewed as an opportunity to replace some of the jobs
in the more traditional manufacturing sectors. During
the 1960s and 70s policy makers viewed manufacturing
as a mechanism for mass employment and a solution
for shifting industrial patterns. According to the same
employment statistics above, only around 30,000 jobs
were added in by the electronics sector between 1950 and
1990, raising this sector to around 60,000 in total. The
sector has now receded to around 10,000 jobs.

In order to compete, manufacturing businesses are required
to make products that are innovative and high value.
These would now be viewed as “business to business”
or for high end consumer markets. It is the premium
and provenance approach that businesses now take in
areas such as whisky, textiles (cashmere) and business to
business products where quality and performance are the
determining purchasing factors: medical devices, capital
equipment, chemicals.
Highly industrialised economies such as Germany
maintain a trade surplus drawing wealth into the economy
through the production of high quality, high performance
innovative products. Germany exports 3 times the value of
goods than the UK. German businesses have successfully
used this approach: it does not compete on cost (BMW/
Mercedes), it retains a high degree of vertical integration
(Bosch), its focuses on niche products with a global reach
(machine tools) and where it operates in a consumer
market, it invests heavily to maintain high barriers to
entry (Staedler).
Based on the German experience, and other more
industrialised countries, there is a compelling case therefore
to boost the manufacturing output of an economy. Highly
industrialised nations such as Germany weather recessions
better as their global reach allows them to avoid localised
recessionary forces. The substantial industrial sector in
Germany has been a contributing factor to its economic
success driving higher living standards. Germany now
stands at the forefront of the next industrial revolution and
to ensure Scotland can compete with industrial leaders, it
is in Scotland’s best interest that this new disruptive stage
of manufacturing is understood and adopted.
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Industry 4.0 – evolution or revolution?
Industry 4.0 commentators increasingly talk about
its massive potential for “disruptive change”. For
some, this catches attention and injects a sense of
urgency. For many others, it’s easily dismissed as
yet another over-hyped fad. So, what constitutes
“disruptive change” and what does it feel like?
Markets 4.0 – the future of demand
Manufacturers are challenged to navigate stormy
waters agitated by global political, economic, societal,
technological, legislative and environmental change. Socalled “megatrends” are global, sustained and macroeconomic forces of development that impact business,
economy, society, cultures and personal lives thereby
defining our future world and its increasing pace of change.
They include demographic and social change; shift in global
economic power; rapid urbanisation; climate change and
resource scarcity; peak levels of just about everything,
and technological breakthroughs to name but a few.
Collectively the megatrends are driving the future of
demand (“Markets 4.0”) and, in turn, the future of supply
(“Industry 4.0”).
More than 2,000 industrial companies from twenty nine
countries across nine industries participated in the 2016
Global Industry 4.0 Survey6. Headline results show that:
• 33% of companies say they’ve achieved advanced
levels of digitisation today;
• 72% of companies expect to achieve advanced levels
of digitisation by 2020;
• 35% expect revenue gains over 20% over the next
five years;
• 43% expect to lower costs more than 20% over the
next five years;
• 56% expect to increase efficiency by more 20% over
the next five years.
The survey findings led to the conclusion that Industry
4.0 will revolutionise industrial production. Investments in
Industry 4.0 capabilities are expected to reach around 5%
of annual revenues p.a. and more than half of companies
surveyed expect a return on investment within two years.
The boundaries between some industrial worlds are
blurring whilst other worlds are colliding. Enabled
by technological developments such as cyber-physical
systems, big data, prognostics, and the Industrial Internet,
global businesses are integrating their products, services,
and operations into a seamless connected product-asa-service offering, thereby changing the way value is
developed, delivered, and captured.

An exciting opportunity exists for globally ambitious
businesses to pursue inclusive growth by investing in
manufacturing transformation for success in international
markets. A new wave of disruptive business models
and technology capabilities are emerging to service
these international markets. These technologies include
complex robotics; artificial intelligence; connected
sensors; intelligent assets; cloud computing; the Industrial
Internet; internet of things; (i.e. the connection of devices
via the internet) big data and analytics; smart fabrication
(including 3D printing); virtual reality caves; product-asa-service and other new business models; smart-phones
and other mobile devices; advanced green propulsion
systems; platforms that use human centric algorithms to
route vehicles (including mobility-as-a-service, navigation
tools, ride-sharing apps, delivery and ride services, and
autonomous vehicles); and their integration into globally
connected systems-of-systems that embed of all these
elements into an interoperable global value chain, serviced
by ecosystems of companies from many countries.
Industry 4.0 – the future of supply
The 4th industrial revolution is different to the preceding
three in both speed of impact and global spread. It is also
different in that it is driven not by adoption of a single
enabling technology but by the combination of several
technologies from many different sources being integrated
to meet the main driving force – the rapidly evolving
nature and expectation in terms of end customer demand.
The end customer now expects to be able to access the
internet from almost any location – research and review
the product type being sought – place an order and expect
delivery within hours or a few days at most and, in some
cases, less than 20 minutes (fast food, for example).
This expectation is moving beyond food to other more
complex and substantive products. The increasing desire
to customise products to meet personal preferences
on a single unit presents significant challenges to the
manufacturing process which cannot be met by adopting
current manufacturing practice. The elusive goal of mass
customisation in units of one is now at last becoming a
reality.
Therefore there needs to be a revolution in the
manufacturing or service delivery process to meet the ever
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more demanding customer expectation. This will require
the joining up of the manufacturing ecosystem (often
called a Cyber-Physical System) into a fully integrated,
digitally enabled, internet of things supply chain capable
of accepting the customer order, mobilising the supply
chain to procure materials and components, activating and
preparing the production system, produce the deliverable,
track this through every stage of the process and deliver
to the customer. This will require an overlay of smart (in
some cases autonomous) logistics systems. These logistics
systems must be fast to satisfy expectations of customers
who are unlikely to accept the delay introduced by remote
manufacturing facilities in distant, low-cost geographies.
The use of 3D printing and other innovative production
capabilities and the use of new and advanced materials
will need to be adopted and established within local
manufacturing facilities. For many products this will
change the manufacturing methodology and change the
global manufacturing ecosystem.
The twin drivers of this disruption in manufacturing is
the pervasive digitalisation of the manufacturing process
and the connectedness of the internet of things. Penetration
of digital technology has fundamentally transformed
behaviour in every market that it has touched, from
shopping to telephones; and photography to music. We
were once told, ‘one day there will be a computer in every
home’. Today there is a computer in almost every pocket.
Fuelled by growth of internet usage, many of today’s
commonplace mass-volume transactions would have been
very difficult to predict at the beginning of the World
Wide Web, and many corporate leviathans, like Kodak
and Polaroid, were lost along the way.
As the internet of things grows exponentially, it’s
difficult to see why manufacturing would not be subject
to an influx of new entrants. These may be well-funded,
digitally nimble and with less historical corporate
baggage. Disruptive upstarts who can quickly introduce
transformational business models to extract value from
this new age of mass customisation may characterise the
future of competition for digital manufacturing.
Example Megatrend: Automotive
As a current example of a global megatrend already
in progress, let’s look at the Automotive sector.
Despite views to the contrary that we don’t have an
automotive industry these days, Scotland exports around
£1bn of manufactured goods each year from a range of
specialist automotive suppliers. Although there are few
vehicle manufacturers present in Scotland today, the
industry is on the cusp of a major upheaval that will
create new opportunities.
Analysts at Arthur D. Little describe the future of
automotive as follows:
Future of Automotive7
“Current trends indicate that more people will choose to
use private motorized transport, leading to a staggering
6.2 billion private motorized trips every day in cities
of the world. If the world fails to change its mobility

Manufacturing in Scotland

habits, the future of our planet looks decidedly bleak.
By 2025, worldwide transport-related greenhouse gas
emissions will be 30% higher than 2005 levels. Transport
energy bills will also skyrocket and higher levels of
energy consumption could pose a threat to global energy
security. Traffic congestion will bring cities worldwide
to a standstill. Most alarmingly, half a million people
will be killed in road traffic accidents every year.”
In Reference 8 a strategy is set out for how the UK
can secure the long term future of the industry over the
next 20 to 30 years by growing the UK share of the value
chain and by getting ahead of the game in research and
development of low carbon vehicles.

The vehicle: inside-out
The low carbon and air quality agendas are driving
rapid technological change in transport propulsion
systems, creating the potential for new opportunities
whilst simultaneously threatening incumbent supply
chain positions. The drive to dramatically reduce
emissions combined with the resultant trend towards
electrification of the vehicle power-train risks disrupting
incumbent suppliers and providing opportunity for
organisations willing to embrace change. Opportunities
include: low carbon propulsion technologies with
application in on and off-road automotive market
sectors, including: motorcycles, passenger cars, buses,
coaches and on and off-highway commercial vehicles.
Opportunities are organised by the Advanced Propulsion
Centre9 into 5 technology themes:
• Engines: The internal combustion engine’s
dominance is threatened by the electric motor,
but “greener” combustion engines still have an
important role to play for many years to come.
• Transmissions, driveline and kinetic energy recovery
systems: The transmission and driveline market is
mature, however new hybrid and electric power-trains
are creating opportunity for disruptive transmission
and kinetic energy recovery system (KERS) concepts.
• Traction electric machines and power electronics:
Irrespective of whether fuel cell, plug-in-hybrid
or battery electric vehicles dominate in the future,
electric machines and power electronics will be
required to convert their stored energy into motion.
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Traction batteries and fuel cells: Whether the liquid
fossil fuel tank becomes an electrochemical battery
in an electric vehicle or a hydrogen tank in a fuel
cell vehicle, the migration to zero tailpipe emissions
vehicles provides opportunities for the energy
storage supply chain to capture increased value.
Lightweight technologies: Lighter vehicles are more
efficient, whether they be an electric powered car,
a hybrid powered bus or a combustion engine
powered earth moving machine. The imperative to
reduce vehicle weight is very strong, particularly as
electrified power-trains are tending to increase mass.

The vehicle: outside-in
At this moment, automotive manufacturers are entering
the fourth industrial revolution (Industry 4.0), represented
by industry and technology collision, leading to clean
energy vehicles (vehicle centric view) AND connected
mobility solutions enabling human centric digital services
(customer centric view).
This evolution is evident in “network” based industries,
such as telecommunication and the cloud computing
industry. It is also evident in the business to consumer
(B2C) industries, such as retail and healthcare where,
driven by evolving customer needs and lifestyle choices,
services are enabled by novel technologies, systems-ofsystems and business models that are constantly evolving.
In this scenario, and in response to ever worsening
societal challenges, globally ambitious companies cannot
rely only on improving their operations or pushing the next
iteration of an existing product to market. To understand
and meet emerging customer needs, manufacturing
transformation is required. For example, “Servitisation”
implies a transformational change from product centric
operations to customer centric services (sometimes
called “product as a service”) This transformation
requires a compelling business case for investment in new
skills, disciplines, system-level collaboration, business
model innovation, combined with participation in new
innovation ecosystems and globally connected value
chains.
As connected vehicles evolve into the internet of things
that move, a new world of opportunity opens up. For
example, in an autonomous, connected vehicle world,
passengers - responsible only for choosing their destination
- may have the freedom to do what they chose in a vehicle.
The quality of life of disabled, elderly, blue badge holders
and visually impaired people may be improved through
more accessible, affordable and on-demand personal
mobility. Flow on roads may be continually optimised,
easing congestion and shortening journey times.
The prospect of crash-free autonomous vehicles may
mean no traffic police, no speeding fines, and no “drunk
driving”. Freed from safety design considerations such as
crumple zones, bumpers, and air bags, OEMs may simplify
the development, production and maintenance of vehicles.
Vehicles may become considerably lighter and hence more
fuel efficient, more environmentally friendly and less
expensive to run. Related industries, such as automobile
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insurance, may be impacted too. While car insurance may
still be required for incidents such as catastrophe, theft,
and vandalism, insurance claims related to accidents may
tend towards zero. Integrated into the industrial internet,
vehicles may also last longer due to collision/damage
avoidance, with built-in sensors combined with data
prognostics that facilitate the creation and delivery of
parts just-in-time to maximise vehicle uptime by actively
managing mean time between component failures.
Whilst the automotive sector is generally regarded to be
a highly mature industry, it is evident from the descriptions
above that there are far-reaching implications of the
global megatrend. These are likely to impose challenges
on existing industry incumbents to reach well beyond
their comfort zone, as well as create entry opportunities
for new suppliers that have the skills and technologies to
meet the changing market demand.

A Manufacturing Future for Scotland
Over recent decades, manufacturing in the UK and
Scotland has declined faster and further than in any
comparable economy. Economies that have maintained
strong manufacturing sectors, such as Germany, have
weathered the economic storms of the past decade more
successfully. Furthermore, detailed analysis indicates that
in several areas which are crucial to national performance
such as Investment and Productivity, Scotland lags behind
many international competitors.

Recognising this, in 2014 the Scottish Government
published a paper10 on reindustrialising Scotland, arguing
that a stronger manufacturing sector can increase
innovation, tackle geographic inequalities, support
internationalisation and create high-value, well-paid jobs.
This was reinforced by Scotland’s Economic Strategy,
published in March 2015, which stated:
“Rebalancing the economy will require a stronger
role for exporting companies and sectors to increase
sales in products and services. A strengthened role for
manufacturing will be a key part of this. Manufacturing
firms are more likely to export and to invest in research
and development; whilst increasing the scale of the
manufacturing sector can help with wider equality
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objectives in terms of addressing regional imbalances
through local spillovers, while providing jobs that are
typically high skilled and well paid.”
In its Programme for Government 2015-16, the
Scottish Government further clarified its ambitions for
manufacturing:
“We want Scotland to be the most competitive place
to do business and to invest in the UK. We will
therefore, through our Enterprise Agencies, launch a
Manufacturing Action Plan which will:
• Deliver concrete initiatives to boost productivity
including in leadership and skills, energy efficiency
and the adoption of the circular economy across
the manufacturing sector.
• Stimulate innovation and investment including ‘retooling’ of Scottish manufacturing sectors to better
compete globally.
In particular we will work with the private sector
to increase the level of investment in manufacturing
companies, supporting the development of new
manufacturing technologies, improving their efficiency
and competitiveness.”

3.

4.

5.

6.

A Manufacturing plan for Scotland
The Manufacturing Future for Scotland1, launched in
February 2016 sets out a programme of activity which
aims to address many of the key issues identified through
detailed research and provide for sustainable, long-term
growth of the manufacturing sector. The plan comprises
of eight inter-related thematic workstreams:
1. Leadership is critical in acquiring the investment to
develop the sector, as the starting point for investment
is a credible business plan built on a sound strategy
driven by informed leaders. An important foundation
for this will be a clear understanding of current
industry trends reflecting global demand shifts and
the pace of change driven by new technologies and
processes.
2. The Circular Economy (refurbishment, design for
remanufacture) provides a compelling framework
for re-thinking how businesses operate in the 21st
century. The circular economy is an opportunity-led
innovation agenda – in product design, supply chains,
business models and customer relationships. As such

7.

8.
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there are substantial opportunities for manufacturing
companies to transition to more circular practices
Skills: Investment in retooling will only generate
a return if there is a skilled workforce capable
of getting the most out of new manufacturing
technologies. Industry consensus is that significantly
more investment will be required in STEM learning,
both in schools and in manufacturing-oriented
degrees, apprenticeships and vocational courses. In
future, more skills will be required related to digital
manufacturing and also the circular economy. Work
is already underway, led by Skills Development
Scotland to ensure that Scotland has the necessary
skills and talent to compete today and in the future
by collaborative and cross-sector approach to the
development of skills in vestment plans.
Energy Efficiency and Decarbonisation: Investment
in modern capital equipment to improve energy
efficiency makes a significant contribution to
reducing costs and improving the competitiveness
of manufacturing industry. The challenge is that
the pay-back on such investments is often longterm; requiring strong leadership, technical
expertise and access to appropriate finance.
Competitive Infrastructure: Modern manufacturing
facilities must be flexible, energy efficient, digitally
connected and close to appropriate transport and
energy infrastructure. However, recent research
highlights that the quality of much industrial property
in Scotland is substandard and aging. To address this,
coordination is required between public infrastructure
investments, utilities/comms investments and
private investments in individual facilities.
Investment in SMART manufacturing: The retooling
of manufacturing operations is at the heart of
this action plan, driving the productivity and
competitiveness of our industry. This will require
considerable investment. To achieve this, we need
to do more to encourage and support businesses
to develop compelling investment plans to scale up
their operations and maximise their competitiveness.
To accelerate development of investment related to
the deployment of best available technologies an
enhanced asset review service operated by SMAS
was launched in June 2016. To complement this
enhanced service, it is planned to develop a dedicated
Investment Readiness service for manufacturing
companies operated by the Scottish Investment Bank.
Supply Chain Capability: The vertically integrated
company of the past has been replaced by complex
supply chains connecting large and small companies
around the globe. We want to support more Scottish
businesses to achieve supply chain excellence and
to strengthen the supply chain capability of SMEs
to adopt new materials and processes that improve
their ability to compete in global value chains.
Technology and Innovation: The adoption of
technology is a key driver of change and the recognition
and deployment of new and novel technology will
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be required to position manufacturing companies to
compete in global value chains. In addition to these
technological developments, organisations need to
be open to greater collaboration with customers and
suppliers to boost innovation in areas such as business
models and supply chain development. Developing the
offering from centrally funded resources such as the
Catapult and Innovation Centres to be appropriate
to SME scale and ambition will be key. Central to
this will be the development of the landscape whereby
SME’s are exposed to new and novel technology
developments in an environment that helps to
promote and also de-risk uptake and deployment.
The Scottish Government’s ambitions to rebalance the
economy through strengthening manufacturing will
require extensive, coordinated support over a long period.
This includes the various public sector agencies but it
similarly will only happen with sustained investment by
the private sector.

National Manufacturing Institute for Scotland

Announced by the First Minister in the Programme
for Government11 on September 7th, 2016, planning
work is well under way to establish an ambitious
National Manufacturing Institute for Scotland:
“A key action for the forthcoming year is developing
the business case for a new manufacturing centre
of excellence and skills academy, the National
Manufacturing Institute for Scotland. This is a major,
transformative project being developed by the Scottish
Government and Strathclyde University, in association
with the Scottish Research Partnership in Engineering,
our enterprise agencies, Skills Development Scotland,
the Scottish Funding Council and the private sector.
Such investment could create a new era for Scottish
manufacturing. The centre is intended to equip
manufacturers of all sizes to compete in future
international markets and support the transformation
of Scotland’s manufacturing industry in terms
of innovation and digital opportunities, creating
sustainable, high-value and highly skilled jobs.“
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This proposed facility will provide a world-class asset to
support implementation of the manufacturing action plan
and may include:
• The Advanced Forming Research Centre – part of
the UK HVM Catapult Network
• Digital Factory 2050
• Manufacturing ‘Collaboratory’ (i.e. a place where
companies large and small can work together to
foster collaborative innovation)
• Manufacturing Skills Academy
• Digital Manufacturing Demonstration and
Learning Centres located across Scotland
Availability of such world-class assets locally to Scottish
manufacturers will offer a tremendous platform for
ambitious Scottish manufacturers seeking to be at the
forefront of the Industry 4.0 revolution.
On 15th February 2016, the First Minister signalled
strong commitment of the Scottish Government to A
Manufacturing Future for Scotland by launching the
manufacturing action plan during a visit to a small
manufacturing company in Clydebank. Later in the year,
she also travelled to the Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre in Sheffield to see at first hand what can be achieved
from large-scale public/private investment in advanced
manufacturing and training facilities. The emergence of a
vibrant and growing Manufacturing Innovation District
on what was previously a dilapidated industrial site is a
powerful confirmation of the need for investment.
Although we are just at the beginning, it is evident
that the 4th industrial revolution is already upon us. We
have witnessed how connecting a large proportion of the
world’s population to the internet has transformed beyond
expectation many aspects of our daily lives. We can only
imagine what changes might lie ahead as we connect up to
50 billion machines to the internet of things.
For manufacturing companies in Scotland, one thing is
already certain – the time is now to plan seriously for a
future of disruptive manufacturing even if the reality of
the 4th industrial revolution may still seem some way off.
The challenge is clear – prepare to disrupt or be disrupted!
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The Optos Story
How to manage ambitious healthcare product
development projects starting with no clinical
or academic links, no staff and no money.
Douglas Anderson
Optos was founded by Douglas Anderson in 1992 with a mission to develop technology to improve
the early detection of eye disease. Today he remains the company’s Global Advocate for Ultra
Widefield Imaging now widely recognised as setting the new standard of care in examination of the
retina. He was the first living inductee to the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame in 2012.

Abstract
In my 30 year existence as a product designer and consultant, I worked for all sorts of
clients, large multi nationals and SMEs across many sectors. Here I try to present my
principal learnings from founding five zero stage technology enterprises. These enterprises
sometimes met with success and sometimes not. Not unsurprisingly, it was the failures
that taught me by far the most. Reflecting upon these ventures and some other supposedly
“doomed” (but actually successful) projects conducted outside my business life I have
come to realise there was an underlying philosophy and incremental planning process that
delivered success. Where it was not present, failure loomed sooner or later.

Choose Wisely
There are many costs involved in embarking upon an
innovative MedTech business. In my opinion the least of
which is money. If the business ends in failure, the loss
of opportunity is the more lasting consequence, not just
for the shareholders but for all concerned. Often it takes
a long time to fail and those years, all the mountain of
motivation and human energy that might have been better
deployed goes down the drain and cannot be recovered.
In my experience this rarely happens as a result of the
inability of engineers to deliver; It happens because the
underlying business proposition is fundamentally weak
The only reason to invest money and energy in a
MedTech venture is that the product concept addresses
a real need and genuinely has the potential to deliver
major benefit to practitioner and patient alike. And
has an accessible market large enough to give investors
the reasonable prospect of a return for their patience.
The cost of entry is high, regulatory barriers complex,
costly and time consuming. Doctors’ conservatism
makes for frustrating, glue like, levels of market inertia.
Down-time is so damaging to an emerging reputation
that minimum reliability requirements can be very

Douglas Anderson

intimidating. Clinical trials are often tricky to design
and agonisingly slow to execute inevitably leading to
validation lag. Even great trial data does not guarantee
adoption at a rate adequate to ensure business survival.
Typically for a validated procedure demonstrated
to improve patient outcomes, it takes on average
17 years to achieve the status of standard of care.
Unmanaged, these hurdles have an irritating habit of
combining to extend project time scales beyond shareholder
expectation testing their endurance to the limit. There,
suspended only by the thread of shareholders’ residual
faith, soon dangles the credibility and tenure of the founder.
To mitigate against the perils we need:
1. A very significant multi-faceted Advantage. Don’t
assume “twice as good” will be enough! I would
suggest its best to think in terms of “Paradigm
Shifting” and work back from there. If the project
is based upon a single Unique Selling Point then the
likelihood is that the large established players will
easily persuade customers that your offering is not
worth the risk of engaging with so small a company.
I call a good multi-faceted advantage the “Value
Proposition” - see later.
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2. An accessible market large enough to give credible
hope of generating significant revenue growth and
profitability for many years.
3. A very detailed development plan based upon tackling
risk first, such that progress demonstrates the rolling
addition of value for the incremental investments
being made.
4. Strong consistently focused leadership – not to be
confused with “professional management”!
Hard won experience has taught me to seek a fundamentally
broad starting point profoundly challenging end use needs
and seeking substantial advantage over the status quo.
Frankly, for a MedTech start-up, I believe such an approach
is essential. If the value proposition does not represent a
paradigm shift, “what’s the point?”! Established players
can make incremental improvements more effectively than
any start-up. However on the positive side, these same
players have a high vested interest in their existing product
lines which combined with the arrogance of the Top Dog
creates complacency and opens a window of opportunity
for the visionary newcomer.

Getting Going
Product Specification
My son aged 5 lost the sight of one eye after a retinal
detachment that went undiagnosed for so long that surgical
intervention was doomed to fail, which it did. Years of
post-surgery follow up and prophylactic interventions to
protect his remaining eye gave me many opportunities to
observe the limitations of manual eye exams.

Figure 1 Scan of healthy retina
The rock upon which Optos was built was founded upon
insights gained by me as I watched my son being examined
over a number of years by an expert ophthalmic surgeon
of international standing. That clinician inadvertently
exemplified the weaknesses of his manual examination
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by declaring on one occasion when, I having challenged
confidence of his statements, he remarked defensively
“you must realise I am only getting a glimpse”. If he only
got “a glimpse”, what did the average practitioner see? I
suspected very little!
I came to realise that a competent comprehensive
examination of a patient’s retina required the fortuitous
line-up of more factors than a transit of Mercury across
the face of the Sun (13 times per century) namely:
1. A clinician skilled in the use of the binocular indirect
ophthalmoscope; a tool which is tricky to learn and
in the UK not in common use outside of a hospital
setting.
2. The patient should be lying prone with their pupils
fully dilated (drops) and able to cooperate* with eye
steering instructions regardless of having a dazzlingly
bright light shone in their eye.
3. Adequate time.
*In the absence of suitable levels of patient cooperation
(often the case with young children) then the only way
forward is to conduct the examination under general
anaesthetic. This procedure requires access to surgical
facilities, specially trained staff and is not without risk to
the patient.
My observation was that the alignment of these
factors almost never occurred in primary eye care (i.e.
Optometrists/Opticians) therefore good comprehensive
examination of the retina could rarely if ever take place
in such settings. It follows that many conditions go
undetected and are referred into a specialist setting only
when they are highly symptomatic.
To substantially alter this state of affairs a new
technology must be specifically designed to address all
three issues. Only then might it have the potential to
create a paradigm shift in the quality of routine retinal
examination; And as a consequence greatly improve the
early detection of disease.
A simple non-technical (but profound) product
specification falls out of the requirement.
A. A system that captures an image of the entire
retina.
B. Through an un-dilated pupil
C. In a fast and patient friendly way such that it can
be used on (or by) a 5 year old.
We came to call the holy grail of A, B and C “Ultra
WideField Imaging” (UWF).
Innovating “Ultra WideField Imaging”
At start-up we had absolutely no technology to hand and
no optical design capability or ophthalmic knowledge
whatsoever. Our only assets were a good understanding of
design planning process and the strength of my conviction
derived from objective (I would claim) analysis I gained
by real life observation.
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Figure 2 Scanner technology
Initially we looked at extrapolating existing techniques
and simultaneously attempted to recruit appropriate
specialist skills. We met with little success on either front.
Contrary to what you might think, designing from a truly
blank sheet is a lot more demanding than improving
something that already exists. Despite valiant efforts,
the first two design teams came up with no concept that
would enable all three of my deemed essential criteria to
be met. Always there was a compromise that undermined
one or other fundamental of the brief. And because of that
there was no reason to pursue them further. In retrospect
retaining our focus at this point would prove key to our
eventual success. The third team made a similar degree of
progress except for one momentary inspiration that we
quickly passed over initially as being impossibly difficult
to manufacture. Rather at the eleventh hour and running
out of money (again), we returned to this idea, the kernel
of which was to use an ellipsoidal mirror to translate the
scan point of fast spinning, wide sweep laser beam into the
pupil plane of the eye (see Figure 2). It was in effect our
only hope of, even theoretically, fulfilling all 3 elements of
our design intent. Always provided we could find a way
to overcome some very intractable manufacturing barriers.

Keeping going
A War of Attrition
However, no longer were we confronted with a blank
sheet. After being in the wilderness for 2.5 years, we now
had a concept we could explore. Now we could construct
a project plan that scoped out all the tasks needed by what
was soon to become a huge multi discipline engineering
effort that was to span a further 8.5 years. Some of the
engineering looked to be straightforward, if big in content;
other parts were we knew of high risk and very difficult to
quantify.
Based upon my many years painstakingly attempting to
keep clients of my technology design consultancy happy
and occasionally even make a profit, I had uncovered one
principle insight.
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Stake holders, be they clients, shareholders or staff need
to see understandable “progress” (the reduction of risk
and addition of value) with the passage of time and cash
expended if they are to keep faith. The key to visibility of
risk is to break down all tasks into sub tasks until none
take no more than a working week to execute. Two at the
most! If this can’t be done try harder!
If it still can’t be done there has to be a grave suspicion
that people are guessing. That their “6 weeks” will turn
into 6 months or even 6 years. I have often talked with
project engineers where they present with satisfaction
the “90%” of the tasks completed while being in denial
about the mysteries hidden in the risk areas that are still in
play. There is an unspoken implication that things are on
track and in project terms there is only 10% more (time)
to run. In practice, of course, what has been executed
is a mountain of comfortable stuff that any competent
engineer can predictably plough through.

Figure 3 Scanner in use
The outstanding balance of “10%” gradually reveal
itself as a bunch of intractable high risk activities full of
uncomfortable last minute surprises that may well extend
the time horizon “to infinity and beyond” to quote Buzz
Lightyear!
An investor a year into a venture may think things will
be sorted in the next 6 months. In practice, there are still
three years to run. Morale and faith evaporates, stress
goes up exponentially and the spectre of failure looms.
The risk areas must be isolated and focused on, almost
to the exclusion of all else. Expenditure is kept as low
as possible until the necessary breakthroughs are within
sight whereupon the spread of predictable tasks can be
safely ramped up. Even if the overall timeframe remains,
the same stake holder confidence is retained throughout
the process. Stress is minimised. Confidence is sustained
by revealing small value adding successes on a rolling
basis rather than supposed big progress across a wide
(expensive) front followed by unexpected delay. These
delays and a growing perception of failure often precede
a diversion of focus and ill-considered changes of plan
leading to cutbacks of staff (often experienced) that
ultimately leads to disaster.
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Small Steps to remove Big Risks and keep folk Happy
During the 11 year R&D effort to develop a viable Ultra
Widefield Imaging technology, I made every effort to
present to the board only progress (or lack of it) in the
key areas of technology risk. In so doing, I tried to avoid
inappropriate optimism and to engage board members in
understanding where shareholders funds were being spent
and engineering effort needed to be sustained to realise the
difficult and novel things (IP). And by this accumulation of
small successes, reach our goal.
Optos’ Value Proposition
I mentioned the need for multifaceted benefits. Optos
technology offered practitioners the following:
1. $100k imaging device that delivered >100%
diagnostic advantage
2. Improved patient outcomes
3. A significant new revenue stream
4. Much improved patient satisfaction
5. Reduced risk of malpractice exposure
6. All of the above at zero capital cost (see business
model)
The Ultimate Objective
Given that my stated objective was to increase the rate of
early disease detection I chose to define our objective as
“the ubiquitous use of Ultra Widefield devices globally”.
As a one word statement of this marker I simply used the
word “Ubiquity”
Market Size and Commercial benefit to the customer
We estimated that long term Optos technology would have
the opportunity to address over 50,000 private practice
clinicians in the US, Europe and Japan, serving at least
250 million patients annually. Because of its homogenous
nature and openness to the adoption of new ideas, we
decided to tackle the US market first. This gave us an initial
accessible market of 20,000 practices where, with our
innovative business model (see below), we felt we could
offer the majority a potential incremental net income of
around $72,000 annually at no capital outlay!

Our Business Model - Marketing and Sales
For me sales and marketing is essentially about the ability
to communicate your sincere belief in a sound “Value
Proposition”. Philosophically, I think I have always
wanted satisfaction from that which creates advantage for
the broadest church for the longest time. I have absolutely
no interest in speculation for short term gain.
For reasons of family circumstance, I found myself
confronted with the opportunity and enough understanding
of design process to attempt changing the standard of care
in the detection of eye disease.
Folk did scoff at my chutzpah and gainsaid my every
move. 400 venture capital rejections! It was a very big
challenge with very big risks but it was never (well, very
rarely) at all burdensome, not because I was a zealot, but
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because I executed things daily in very small steps. I did
not look too far to the future, only seeking to keep the
project moving along and away from the cliff edge.
I instinctively knew the intrinsic value that Ultra Widefield
Imaging could bring to improving eye examination.
Generally speaking, doctors did not.
Added to that, our technology was inherently complex
and consequently expensive retailing at £100k versus
£1-10K for traditional tools…………given the natural
conservatism of doctors the big financial negative seemed
an insuperable showstopper!
Thanks to guidance of an investor, in the end we solved
the problem at a stroke by removing the capital barrier
entirely, placing devices completely free of charge. The
cost of the device, staff training and service and many
technology upgrades (in perpetuity) was all built into
a small exam charge ($20) which generally the practice
passed through to the patient with an uplift thus generating
a new revenue stream.
Their obligation (not contractually enforceable by us)
was an understanding to use the device on all routine
exams. If they failed to do this, our only sanction was to
remove the device. Given that installation costs were about
$3.5k (same to remove it), it was vital therefore for the
field team to select the right practices that would respect
their obligations!
Implementation meant a big change in work flow for
the practice because technicians now did the imaging in a
pre-test setting prior to the patient reaching the consulting
room. The clinician then had the opportunity to make
any diagnosis, and subsequently use what would have
been exam time, on patient education. Not unexpectedly,
patient satisfaction rose dramatically. Diagnostic results
also improved, sometimes frighteningly so for the clinician,
highlighting weakness in the practices’ historic skills.
We soon learned that observing the retina so
comprehensively exposed not just eye disease but often
presented indicators of a whole raft of systemic diseases
including brain tumours, leukaemia, bowel cancer,
diabetes, cardiovascular problems, risk of stroke, and
chronic high blood pressure to mention just a few.
You might think this powerful capability would be
universally popular but on a few occasions’ practitioners
actually asked for our device to be removed because they
did not want the responsibility of finding pathology! For
others, we provided intensive clinical training courses.
In general doctors, and staff soon found using our
technology very enriching. It enhanced their interaction
with patients, bringing a new level of professional interest
and excitement to their every-day work.
Devices were connected to the internet and reported to
us daily on how many patients were imaged and if the
device was working properly.
I recall being asked by a prospective user “how long
does it take to do an exam?” I was able to reply with great
precision, “2mins 35sec” based upon the actual rolling
average of 1.5million patient imaging times.
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than reflected) by retinal structures have opened new doors
to the better understanding of the pathogenesis of many
diseases. These perspectives are every day helping leading
researchers and clinicians in their search for new and more
effective therapies and treatment protocols.
We may not have arrived at our destination but believe
we are making great strides along the road Ubiquity even
as new horizons rolls out before us. Two recent events
confirmed our trajectory to me.
•

Figure 4 Plus 180 Opthalmascope
The data we collected allowed us to pro-actively identify
reliability issues, design faults, underperforming sites
(daily if we wanted to). If a site used the system a lot, they
became very good at getting the best out of it and customer
satisfaction soared. If they used it infrequently, sometimes
they became unhappy and we withdrew the device placing
it elsewhere. Even though this was costly for us, it ensured
very few disgruntled customers.
The prime benefit of this (expensive) strategy was that it
enabled us to penetrate the market beyond early adopters
and build very solid relationships such that the reputation
of the company and its products grew steadily. The reality
was we delivered real clinical and commercial value on
a daily basis. Consequently, we were able to attract new
customers by referrals based upon high levels of customer
satisfaction.

•

As is common practice in Japan, a gift was
presented to me after a talk I gave to the 2016
Japanese Congress of Ophthalmologists in Kyoto.
Opening the present, I was surprised and delighted
to discover a 275 page text book written entirely
in Japanese entitled “Retinal Detachment: How to
Diagnose and How to Treat”. The book was almost
exclusively illustrated (see Figure 5) using Ultra
Widefield Images captured by our devices.
In December 2016, Optos announced an agreement
for an exclusive collaboration with Verily, formerly
known as Google Life Sciences. The partnership
will combine the ultra-widefield technology and
Verily’s machine learning-enabled technology. The
goal of this collaboration is to create technology
and solutions to further enhance retinal screening
for diabetic disorders. In addition, this innovation
is intended to assist in efficient referral of patients to
eyecare specialists and in providing these specialists
with assisted reading programs for easier diagnosis
of disease.

An Objective Met?
Today over 60 million patient exams have been logged by
11,000 users globally. Over 400 clinical trials have been
completed or are in train. Some early customers have 16
years tenure and are now on their 3rd generation of our
technology.
Do these markers represent fulfilment of my objective
of achieving “ubiquity”? Not quite! There are still many
markets we have not reached. We have also created some
new ones by introducing three new imaging modalities:
UWF Angiography, UWF ICG and UWF Auto-Fluorescence
imaging. These modalities that look at light emitted (rather

Figure 5 Textbook with Optos images
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Clansman Dynamics 1994 Manufacturing is still possible in Scotland
Dick Philbrick
Dick Philbrick is a former managing director and co-founder of Clansman Dynamics

Clansman Dynamics, in East Kilbride, is a small engineering company. For 20 plus years we
have survived a myriad of technical developments, mistakes and reversals to still be trading
successfully. Along the route we have designed and built difficult machines, exported to 45
countries and now have a team of 45 people. Manufacturing is possible in Scotland. By
explaining some of the problems that we have faced, I can, perhaps, explain some of the
lessons we have learned.
Dick Philbrick

Manufacturing is not Important?
Britain has moved slowly to realise that having a mixed
economy is important and to understand again that
manufacturing should be a part of that mix. As recently as
1998 Dr Terence Kealey, Vice Chancellor of the University
of Buckingham, wrote in a ‘serious’ (Spectator August 22
1998) magazine that :
‘’The future lies in services and a good thing too. We
want services. We do not want workers to be locked away
in factories................. ‘’
Scotland has perhaps had a more sympathetic attitude
towards manufacturing, but is the reality, behind this
sympathy, much different from the thinking of the Kealeys
and Thatchers, that we could manage better without
manufacturing? This indifference to the importance of
manufacturing is probably the root cause of the biggest
problems that Clansman has faced.
Clansman Dynamics in 1994 had been through a
draining 18 months of fund raising and met disbelief that
a small company could establish itself as a designer and
builder of robotic equipment.
Early on I met the owner of a very well established
machine shop near Glasgow airport. He found me standing
at a machine tool talking to one of his supervisors and
when he had heard our plans his final words were, ‘wish
you luck, but you will need very, very big hearts’ and made
sure we paid before we got the parts! Not encouraging.
But of course he was right – he earned his living from
the oil industry. Oil has severely distorted the Scottish
economy. Clansman has to compete with German and
Italian suppliers who can buy from machining and welding
companies that are subject to real competition.
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Figure 1. 6 Axis Manipulator in Holland.
If you are serving North Sea oil companies the costs in
this area of welding and machining are minor, compared
to losses on a platform that is down. Work we placed
with Scottish suppliers would mysteriously go to the back
of the queue as more favoured customers, from oil etc.,
were moved ahead. We have found it very difficult to get
machined parts that involve welding and horizontal boring
made in Scotland and now buy none in Scotland; tragic.

Figure 2 Beautifully prepared and accurate welded and
machined structures from Europe.
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Every Component is Made Outside the UK
Every single part of our machines that is not ‘clog iron’
is made outside the UK. Every motor and valve, cylinder
and PLC. Every bearing. Every isolator, power supply and
touch screen.

Figure 3 Typical components –
all supplied from outside UK
We have to buy them directly from abroad or from UK
agents. Sounds easy, but there are 2 severe problems:
1. The bearing supplier told us to buy from the UK
distributor at 4 times the price that JCB would pay
for the same bearing. (We phoned JCB to ask!) How
many company start-ups have not started because
they could not obtain OEM (Original Equipment
Maker) prices. Whenever I have explained this
hunch, the seriousness of the implications have
failed to register with the listener. A bearing from
a distributor costs 200 - 300% more than from an
OEM – FACT. A potential inventor would get prices
from non- OEM sources, total his parts list and
decide he could not possibly compete.
2. Secondly, if you are buying technically difficult
components, then you need technical advice and
that all comes from far away and maybe in a strange
language. There is no West of Scotland ‘cluster of
supporting companies,’ let alone in England.
Small Size and Not Made in Germany
Our machines sell for between £150k to £1000k – relatively
large values for a very small and new company. Buyers
become nervous. And we are Scottish and not German.
And we are located on the northern fringe of Europe
which is a long way from our markets in the forge and
foundry sector. Two more anecdotes shed useful colour on
these issues:
1. I remember the boss of a vast Chinese company who
employed 10,000 times more than we did then, who
said after the negotiation, ‘Mr Dick, I am very nervous
to buy from a non-German company. Please, please
make sure you make us a good machine.’ The cachet
of Made in Germany is immense.

Manufacturing in Scotland

2. The second ‘event’ concerned our size and structure
rather than location. Our strongest German competitor
managed to get a copy of our 1996 balance sheet
(easy) and it did not make nice reading and a photo of
me (supposedly the managing director) pouring sweat,
wielding an immense hammer to try to shift a reluctant
shaft. We managed to reverse that tide and by 1998
had our first of many orders from Daimler’s German
foundries and, like lemmings, other foundry engineers
assumed that, if Daimler bought from Clansman, we
must be the best....!
Schools
Social attitudes, yes even in Glasgow, and a lack of foreign
language skills are a problem we face in Scotland that puts
any company that wants to seriously manufacture and
export at a serious disadvantage to one based in Germany,
Italy, Switzerland etc. I have first-hand experience of a
daughter being told by her school, ‘you’re very bright and
you should aim to be a doctor, lawyer or accountant but
not an engineer.’ Luckily the gene that produces obstinacy
runs strong in her system and she has become an engineer.
We need to attract the brightest into manufacturing. In
a secondary school close to Clansman, of 1750 pupils, 8
are studying a foreign language for Highers and what we
actually need is engineers and buyers and salesmen who
can also speak a foreign language, as our competitors
enjoy. It is so fundamental that any company making a ‘
Thing ‘ has to export that ‘ Thing ‘ or face a competitor
who exports to countries at high prices, where you don’t
sell, and sells at much lower prices where you do. It sounds
aggressive for a small company to sell in 45 countries but
it is a, not widely understood, necessity.
Scotland is proud of its past but have we ever been a
great exporting nation of manufactured goods since
Britain shed its colonies.....since the time we began to face
real competition?

Solutions
Anybody can recite a long list of problems. How did
Clansman gradually turn 3 years of losses into 17 years of
increasing profits?
Engineering
Four of us had been involved in making similar machines
for another UK and a German company. We knew
intimately the 300+ problems that had occurred with those
machines and we knew that customers were happy with
the function and performance of the machines, but not at
all with their reliability and cost of maintenance. We knew
that if we could only solve the problems of reliability, we
would be on the way to success. That was only half right
because success involved getting orders and nobody would
buy a machine that was simply claimed to be reliable from
a small start-up company.
We got a shock when we analysed the 300+ problems.
More than 80% of the problems were of a mechanical
nature and very probably the electrical and hydraulic
problems arose from mistakes during repair of structures
and bearings. The Clansman mantra was to make every
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part of the machine equal to or better than those of our
competitors. (We soon learned this mantra had to apply
to every aspect of our business). With good fortune, we
had recruited a mechanical engineer, Alan, with some
aerospace experience. He confronted us with the need
to subject every part of the structure of a manipulator to
fatigue analysis. When we pleaded that our competitors
did not do this, it merely reinforced his conviction that
that was the reason that structures failed. Of course, he
was right and we gradually assembled a picture of the
typical movements that a 6 axis manipulator might make
in an hour of production and that produced 4 million
movements per year of 3 shift operation and long faces all
round. In comparison, an excavator might make 400,000
cycles per year – 10% of the cycles performed by our
machines.

Figure 4 Fatigue curves
Alan struggled to produce a structure that would both
survive the millions of cycles and be able to be moved
as fast as our competitors. He announced that it was
necessary to use forgings or castings, in place of welds, in
the structure. The possibility of a profit receded further;
but we stuck to the mantra.
A good structure without pins and bearings that can
survive is useless. We submitted our loadings, cycles etc to
SKF (the Swedish bearing supplier) who offer marvellous
advice to bearing users. We did not like their reply. We
knew that plain spherical bushes were inadequate but had
assumed that we would not have to go to the extremes
of using double roller spherical bearings throughout the
structure. Such bearings have roughly twice the diameter
for a certain capacity compared to a spherical bush and
this would mean yet bigger structures around the bearings.
Excavators which seem so similar in terms of their structure
use simple bushes.

Figure 5 Spherical roller bearings versus Spherical bushes
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We submitted the requirement to FAG ( the excellent
German bearing supplier) who confirmed the analysis.
The structures grew again. The likelihood of profitability
receded still further, but we stuck to the mantra.......
Alan continued to develop the computer model. John
worked on the electronics and produced wooden models
of the Master Control Arm. Again the mantra was
applied. Relays, for example, were not allowed as they
are mechanically fragile. The electronics had to be simple
enough for an American on the nightshift to maintain and
robust enough to survive the appalling conditions at the
vibrating shakeout in a foundry. Gradually the prototype,
which had been sold to a company in Japan at the time of
fund raising, emerged. We knew that if the first machine
failed that we would be history.
We should have invested in Solid Edge/Solid Works
before 1999. It seemed a large investment for a struggling
company. I was promised that it would speed and improve
design. Speed was an unfulfilled promise, but the Finite
Element Analysis software has hugely improved our
design.
In the end, it is people who determine which side of that
fine line between failure and success that you perch on.
Maybe this is sour grapes from an engineer, who never
quite mastered calculus and whose career as a naval
architect was fleeting, but I want our team to be more
endlessly curious. I want them to ask questions of each
other; to criticise regardless of rank but in a positive way.
The nod of a Turkish head means ‘ No.’ There are always
other ways of doing things. We need endlessly curious
minds. Consult, consult, consult!
Buying
This is such an ignored area for start-ups. The buying
power of large engineering groups is immense and we
were competing with a Thyssen subsidiary in Germany. If
we had not put on a suit and tie and spun our story to a
number of smartly dressed salesmen from big OEMs (like
Bosch Rexroth, Vickers, SKF etc.), the cost of the parts for
a typical machine (typically > 50% of selling price) would
have been double. It does not take a genius to work out
that we would never have survived. But if we had been
a ‘start-up’ without a knowledge of the vast disparity
between distributor and OEM prices, we would never
have started. Endless persistence was required.
Testing
Alan had developed a computer programme to model the
forces, bending moments, etc acting on our machine. What
if he had made some errors? We resolved to plaster the first
machine with strain gauges to try to compare measured
with calculated stresses as we tried to simulate the kinds
of movements and abuse that the manipulator would have
to survive.
The tests showed that stresses were very similar, whether
there was a load in the gripper or not. An unloaded cycle
was almost as bad for a machine as a loaded one. Could
we be sure that the number of cycles we had estimated was
correct – no. So we added mechanical shock absorbers,
varied hydraulic pressures for different positions of the
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machine and used the electronics to smooth the signal to
the servo valves when the machine changed direction. Over
the years we have improved these protections. All this was
pandering to the mantra to be better in every respect than
our competitors. We tried to make ‘ No Compromise’ a
reality instead of an empty slogan.
Selling
We finally had a product to sell. We could communicate
with potential customers in French, German and Italian.
We understood the problems with competing products.
One of our investors had insisted that the first three
machines were assembled by the three main shareholders
which was a great suggestion – it meant that the two of us
who were involved in sales actually understood every nut
and bolt. We were still young and keen and energetic and
prepared to work all hours.
We had a number of advantages, but we were naive. We
had sold just one machine in Japan. Our balance sheet, lack
of references, small size and remote location were against
us. We felt that Italian foundry owners and engineers
would be less worried about such inconveniences and
staked all on taking a machine to an exhibition in Italy. 6
tonnes of lovingly painted machine was despatched. The
machine went to a foundry on free trial after the exhibition
and was bought. We had an agent in Germany and Italy
and we began a series of visits with potential customers to
see the reference machine.
But even in Italy potential customers wait and see how a
prototype performs before buying. One of our shareholders
resigned and John and I had to refinance the company.
Marketing people talk about product differentiation. We
were only different in that we felt we had engineered a much
more reliable machine. We talked about roller bearings
and low stresses in our structures and buyers yawned. We
showed drawings and fatigue curves with foreign language
texts but foundry engineers were unimpressed. So we
started to travel with bearings, potentiometers, control
cards, ... and buyers could feel our passion and maybe
feel there was possibly something different. Our products
were differentiated by potential reliability and not speed
or additional axes of motion - and reliability is a dull
thing to sell. We offered extended warranty for the parts
of the machines that we had specially designed – warranty
periods that would allow a car to travel 450,000 miles.
And we travelled and travelled; from Beijing to Belo
Horizont and from Geelong to Georgia. Clansman’s new
managing director has a motto – ‘ Be there.’ And that is
exactly what we did. We had to sell much, much harder
than our German competitors. And when we had finally
sold a machine we had to be much, much more attentive to
that customer than our German competitors.
We like to sell through agents. Imagine trying to employ
someone on the same basis as you employ an agent;
generous commission, but no win means no commission.
It is very hard to lose on that basis – but why don’t more
companies try it? It is how we have managed to sell in
45 countries Simple. And often, with down payments,
additional financing is not required.
Speaking French, German and Italian was a supreme
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advantage. It allowed us to present a more international
image than a typical British company. It seems that few
other UK companies understand the magic that foreign
language skills bring.
Technical Development
The normal Anglo Saxon approach might be to milk some
short term profits from the established designs. It was what
our main German competitor seemed to be doing. But
we wanted to establish a company that had a long term
future. So we took on tremendous technical risks with the
knowledge that we probably had enough determination to
solve the unforeseen problems that would inevitably arise.
We took an order, for example, from a French foundry,
who specified that the gripper had to be equipped with a
certain kind of Japanese hammer. The celebrations back in
Scotland were short-lived. 6 weeks after we supplied the
machine, the maintenance boss phoned and said, ‘ Le canon
ne fonctionne plus.’ And uncomfortably....’ My boss says
you have to take back the whole machine if the problem is
not fixed.’ Panic. More panic when the Japanese refused to
assist because they regarded the application as too brutal.
We are now firmly established in the foundry knock off
hammer business and it helps us sell more manipulators.
Hardly a Business School, text book entry into a new
market, but the same careful, no compromise mechanical
engineering allowed us to solve the problem and build a
reputation beyond manipulators.

Photo 6 Knock off hammer working
on a windmill casting
Ownership Structure for the Long Term
How could we arrange a future that secured Clansman
Dynamics in Scotland for the long term and which allowed
tiring, pension-less owners to retire? How could a solution
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be found that kept alive the extraordinary ‘can do’ spirit of
the early years of a start-up company? The solution is very
simple but not yet widely adopted, despite the predictions
of ‘moderates’ like JS Mill in 1848: .....

John Stuart Mill … 1848 in Political Economy
‘The form of association …. Is not that which
can exist between a capitalist as chief, and the
workpeople without a voice in the management,
but the association of the labourers themselves on
terms of equality, collectively owning the capital
with which they carry on their operations, and
working under managers elected and removable
by themselves’
But there is probably more democracy and empowerment
of people in Zimbabwe than in the average company. We
thought the solution for long term development of an
engineering company is Employee Ownership. If all have a
stake in the business, then surely there would both be more
commitment and more personal satisfaction. It should
allow us to keep what outsiders refer to as the ‘Clansman
spirit’ alive. The boss of a huge French foundry bothered
to take me on one side at a Trade Fair to say, ‘ Dick, I
have to say your guys are extraordinary and very keen
and committed......’ That was music to my ears. Clansman
became Employee Owned in 2009 with 100% of shares
owned by employees and a Trust. It is fundamentally
different from the well known John Lewis model where
all the shares are held in a Trust. Our guys wrote cheques
for a thing called a share certificate – something that 95%
of them had not done before. Remember Clansman has
designers, fitters and electricians whose background has
been in West of Scotland heavy engineering – all of whom
have been paid off at some stage in their working lives.
What has happened since the deed was done in 2009?
If you measure success in conventional ‘Blue Suit’ terms
we have had, till now, 6 years of increasing sales, (even
through the crisis years) and, in our best year, a more than
doubling of the profit (17% profit on sales). The figures
have been excellent but it is the ‘softer’ changes that are
more interesting.
My mentors warned me that Employee Ownership (EO)
would be a recipe for slow decision making, reluctance to
accept new technical risks and a tendency to squeeze the
profits for maximum dividends. The mentors have been
proved wrong.
When my children saw the contents of Figure 7, they
mocked their old dad for getting soft in his old age!
Before 2009, they were statements but, since then,
they have been brought to life by EO. Each time we have
strayed from the values contained in those statements we
have had trouble. In 2012 we sold a machine in Turkey
that our customer was simply not inclined to make work
and we decided without telling our shareholders (that’s all
employees) that we had to take it back in order to protect
our reputation;

Figure 7 The Clansman way
a big decision for any company. The shareholders were
livid when the machine appeared at the door without
having been told why we had made the decision. They felt
they had a right to know and we managers had made a
mistake.

Profit Distribution 		

£

Estimated Profit 		
1,900,000
Corporation tax 		
532,000
Loan repayments 		
?
Dividend 			?
Bonus ( equal for all?)
?
Development 			?
Capital spend 			
?
Rainy day fund 		
?
We had a long discussion about the distribution of profit
with all employees in meetings that involved the usual
special West of Scotland banter, disbelief at the amount
of corporation tax to be paid, when the profit distribution
(Figure 8) was put up at a meeting, and a keenness to
consider the long term.

Figure 8 Company meeting discussing profit distribution
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We had surveyed our employees after 2 years of EO and
I had been surprised that the most valued aspect was
security of employment and not fat dividends. There was
a clear understanding that the protection of jobs, the
requirements of future technical developments and the
wild uncertainties of our markets (e.g BRIC countries)
required a substantial amount to be set aside for ‘the bad
times.’ The discussions were tense, fun and for me deeply
satisfying that all, from the youngest apprentice to the
most hardened fitter, wanted to take part. A very far cry
from the picture that Jimmy Reid painted in 1972 when I
was a naval architecture student:

Jimmy Reid on alienation in his Rectorial
Address at Glasgow University, 1972
… what I mean by alienation. It is the cry of
men who feel themselves the victims of blind
economic forces beyond their control. It is the
frustration of ordinary people excluded from
the process of decision making. The feeling of
despair and hopelessness that pervades people
who feel with justification that they have no
real say in shaping or determining their own
destinies.
And, in 2014, we took an order to build a huge rail bound
manipulator that would turn out to weigh 110 tonnes and
which is able to manipulate moulding boxes and castings
of up to 20 tonnes (Figure 9).

Figure 9 3D Sales model of 20 Tonne manipulator
Ten months from order to shipment and every part new
except the electronics. Of course mistakes were made but
they were put right with a passion that has dug us out of
many a nasty corner.
Of course, we cannot quantify the precise impact of
EO. Of course, EO is absolutely no guarantee of eternal
survival, but it has certainly not got in the way of growth
and a growing confidence among our employees as they
begin to understand that so many business decisions are
not black and white, but infernally grey.
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Figure 10 Photo of delivered 20 Tonne manipulator
Our factory supervisors have become planners and
sorters of technical problems (rather than disciplinarians)
- although they now mostly encourage their fitters and
electricians to go directly to the design office with queries.
Fitters and electricians now tend to work alone without
any encouragement and only ask for a mate when needed
which is good for productivity.
We believe there are very few negatives in EO. The
sole intrinsic disadvantage, because of the preference for
keeping shares among employees, is that we cannot raise
vast amounts of capital. We have to grow organically and
not by acquisition but we anyway believe this is a healthier
route for long term stability and have pursued organic,
‘German style’ growth since 1994.

What can be done?
A small West of Scotland engineering company has been
born, survived the gruesome early years and now prospers,
through good engineering, with 45 employees and sales in
45 countries.
It is too easy to moan and so difficult to answer the
question ‘ How can we expand Scottish manufacturing?’ It
is so easy to feel that change is simply impossible. This is
not the case. The expensive ‘5 per day’ campaign has had
an impact on our diet. Smoking has reduced. Britain now
takes a hugely increased number of Olympic medals for
cycling. I think there are lessons here. If we really believed
that exporting was vital. If we really believed we simply
had to find a way to manufacture more in order to export
more and balance our economy and if we really were
convinced we had no option but to create more valued
jobs in manufacturing, then steps could be taken to achieve
this. So let me pretend I have been elected as First Minister
with a hefty majority. I would take very direct action.
I would not appoint another bunch of trade envoys
and am unconvinced by the clutter of bodies with
‘internationalising’ aspirations and labelled by confusing
acronyms. There are enough of these.
I would take the risk of picking some winners, as we have
done with cycling, and then shamelessly pour resources
into helping those individuals and individual companies
for the benefit of us all. It just needs one convert in a small
company to start the process. We need to increase the
number of export winners. The scores of export salesmen
that I have encountered on my travels learned their trade
by observing others. Yes, there may have been courses on
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export documentation, but they don’t get orders. We need
direct intervention on an individual company basis.
In Scotland, Scottish Enterprise has a good idea of
companies who could become exporters. If those companies
could provide an individual who was prepared to be ‘taught
exporting’ then that company would be provided with an
‘export expert’ free of charge and paperwork, who would
absorb the characteristics of the company’s products or
services and then travel with the ’individual’ to the most
promising markets and trade shows. They would help the
company set up a network of agents or distributors. The
benefitting company would sign ‘a no litigation disclaimer’
should things go wrong and all costs of the individual
and the Export Expert would be paid so there was no
hesitancy about whether £50 here and £1,000 there could
be justified. Risks must be taken. Make it a pilot scheme,
so that the journalistic brickbats of waste of taxpayers’
funds were minimised, until the process was proven, and
hotels would not be luxurious. And:
a.

Educate the population as to the importance
of creating real wealth. Wealth creators are as
important as lawyers, doctors and accountants but
it is not perceived in that way. Positively discriminate
to achieve this through publicising case studies,
advertising, creating heroes, even tax advantages.
Are they not as important as Olympic cyclists?
b. Wage a campaign to convince Scottish business
leaders that exporting was fundamental and possible
and so important. They have a duty to export. And,
once again, if you manufacture ‘stuff’ and do not
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export and your competitors do, they will win.
Give them a tax incentive to export, as worked so
strongly in Japan and then South Korea).
c. Wage another campaign to convince business leaders
that language skills are simply essential (so that they
exert pressure on universities who in turn exert
pressure on schools). ‘Internationalising’ Scottish
business without this, is like trying to run a hospital
with doctors who speak no English.
d. Expand efforts to subject school pupils to travel,
climb a hill, visit a museum, etc. Create an ever
increasing cadre of energetic, curious and persistent
young people. Yes, throw money at it.
e. Call a problem a problem and not a challenge.
Starkly confront and explain the reality that our
export performance and level of manufacturing
versus that in, say, Finland and Germany is poor.
(Finland is a great example of a country that found
a way to recover from loss of trade with Russia and
then the demise of Nokia and they once again have
a positive trade balance – we don’t.)
f. Insist that the Bank of ‘Caledonia’ targets a stable
and sensibly valued exchange rate and that this is as
important as control of inflation. This is not the case
with the Bank of England at present.
In summary, establish the aim to improve manufacturing
through exporting, switch resources and then, as with
cycling, forensically focus on step by step changes to
achieve the goal. Politically naive - maybe. Economically
and socially necessary - yes.
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Scotland’s Industrial Development in
Economic Perspective
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Paul Sweeney is an Account Manager with Scottish Enterprise where he works with the leadership
of companies across the Defence, Marine, Shipbuilding and Aerospace sectors. He is a graduate of
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Ian Johnston is an industrial and maritime historian. He taught graphic design at the Glasgow School
of Art from which he retired as deputy director of the Digital Design Studio. A lifetime’s interest in
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Synopsis
This paper gives a brief account of the past and present state of
manufacturing in Scotland. It describes key characteristics of the
unprecedented industrial expansion of Scottish industry during
the 19th century and how the initial strengths eventually turned
into structural economic weaknesses and inertia. This led to a
failure to respond effectively to new technological shifts and new
opportunities for modernisation throughout the 20th century. The
paper gives and analysis of these lessons of history in an effort to
challenge contemporary thinking about how best to develop an
effective strategy for sustainable economic growth underpinned by
a productive, innovative and competitive manufacturing industrial
base in the 21st century.

Scotland’s legacy in manufacturing
The unprecedented period of economic expansion and
population growth in Scotland during the 19th and early
20th centuries was remarkable for such a small nation
on the northern periphery of Europe. As early as 1851
Scotland was the most industrialised nation per capita in
Europe1. It had emerged from relative economic obscurity
to take its place at the forefront of industrialised nations.
The Act of Union in 1707 opened access to trade with the
growing Empire which England had begun many years
before.
The Scottish Enlightenment and the rise of innovation
The Scottish Enlightenment movement, that transformed
many fields of human endeavour, was the product of a
number of great minds in the same place at the right time,
an unusually wonderful thing to occur.
Whatever the preconditions that allowed this intellectual
outpouring, the Enlightenment was not restricted to
philosophy and the natural sciences but had a significant
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effect on the practical fields of engineering, as James Watt
admirably demonstrated in the 1760s when he transformed
the steam engine into an altogether more useful source of
mechanical power. A central feature of the Enlightenment
was that reasoned inquiry into the nature of civilisation and
society began to emerge, less constrained by conventions
and religious dogma. It therefore provided a philosophical
background that fostered innovation.
A number of highly talented men, at much in the
same time, made significant contributions to the field of
engineering and, in particular, to marine propulsion. To
this was coupled entrepreneurial nous that enabled them to
exploit their ideas and lay a firm foundation for profitable
business based on innovation.
This drive for innovation is best demonstrated by the
emergence of a cadre of engineering and commercial
geniuses who kick-started Scotland’s great marine
engineering and shipbuilding industries in the early years
of the 19th century. Men such as David Napier, David and
John Elder and Robert Napier made rapid advances in
ship hull design and in marine steam propulsion.
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John Elder also introduced the concept of the modern
integrated shipyard, where the hulls and the engines were
manufactured as part of a single facility, thus streamlining
the manufacturing process and improving productivity.
Advances in propulsion were centred on fuel efficiency,
then as now, vital in keeping costs down. The development
of the compound and then the triple expansion steam
engines in the last half of the 19th century by John Elder
and Alexander Kirk took place on Clydeside, transforming
the operating performance of ships the world over,
significantly reducing coal consumption.
Industrial expansion
Adapting these engineering skills to the construction of
ships laid down the principles of manufacturing in iron and
later steel. An immediate consequence was the growth of
the machine tool industry, making machines that punched,
bent, planed and hoisted plates, beams and frames.
Shipbuilding became akin to an economic centrifuge that
spun out an immense industrial hinterland across the
Scottish Midlands. These core developments, centred on
engineering and working iron, and later steel, spawned a
host of associated industries including boiler manufacture,
sewing machines and a roll call of manufacturers that
would come to be synonymous with Scottish engineering
enterprise.
Perhaps after ships and marine engines, it is locomotive
manufacture and structural steel that came to most
distinguish industrial Scotland. These two areas are
probably best illustrated by the remarkable output of:
• The North British Locomotive Company, the largest
such works in the world outside of the USA;
• Sir William Arrol and Co., builder of the spectacular
Forth Bridge, cranes of all descriptions and steel
structures exported throughout the Empire.
The design and manufacture of marine pumps, steering
gear, refrigeration, ventilation and air conditioning plant,
coal mining equipment, sugar making machinery and of
course steel making itself all formed part of this dense
industrial landscape. The length of this list defines the
profusion of heavy engineering industries in Scotland
and the completeness with which it formed an integrated
industrial society that lasted for over one hundred years.
The products of industrial Scotland were often awe inspiring
and, although sometimes created in circumstances that
were labour intensive and lacking mechanised investment
by today’s industrial standards, nonetheless instilled a
pride in those who laboured over them.
Investment and international reach
It may be surprising to note that one of the characteristics
of Victorian industry in Scotland was the relatively small
scale of the capital invested in its manufacturing firms.
Indeed, more than two thirds of the capital invested in the
60 largest Scottish firms in 1904-05 was associated with
railway companies rather than heavy industries2. £121
million was invested in the railways, as opposed to a mere
£13.5 million in the combined iron, steel and engineering
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industries. While both the Caledonian and North British
Railways had a market value in excess of £50 million, the
pre-eminent British shipbuilding company John Brown &
Co had a capital value of just £3.4 million in 1912, with its
nearest rival Beardmore at £2 million3. The North British
Locomotive Company also had a value of £2 million4.
While the market value of heavy industrial firms was
relatively low, they were amongst the largest employers in
the country. John Brown & Co had a workforce of 20,000
in 1907, the North British Locomotive Company 7,850
and Fairfield Shipbuilding & Engineering 6,0005.
The stark differences in capital and employment
characterising Scottish heavy industry in this period
demonstrates its reliance upon labour intensive practices.
In the late 19th century, it has been estimated that
approximately half the cost of both steel production and
shipbuilding was accounted for by labour costs. Even
in 1910, the total value of plant machinery installed in
John Brown & Co was only £200,000. Firms remained
small scale units and new investment was constrained by
private family ownership rather than openly trading on the
financial markets. A combination of skilled labour and high
levels of trade specialisation would enable industries like
shipbuilding to maintain higher output than in German or
American shipyards while operating with low fixed costs
and limited capital investment. Although peaking with
one sixth of the world’s shipping launched from Clydeside
berths in 1913, this labour intensive industrial structure
would become increasingly vulnerable to international
competition and was the harbinger of longer-term
structural contraction from the 1920s onwards as other
shipbuilding nations invested in more efficient methods of
production.
Prior to the First World War, the tradition of family
ownership of industry predominated in Scotland. This
resulted in a high degree of economic autonomy. Although
some firms like Yarrow and John Brown & Co extended
their operations from England into Scotland through a
process of relocation or acquisition, relatively few firms
in Scotland would expand their own activities and profile
internationally; the most notable exceptions were Jardine
Matheson and J&P Coats. While heavy industries like
shipbuilding, steel and locomotives had a significant share
of global markets for their products, the firms producing
them were limited in their efforts to grow or expand their
manufacturing operations overseas. Expansion was often
achieved through domestic mergers and acquisitions, such
as the investment in Beardmore by Vickers and Armstrong
Whitworth. The lack of focus on internal investment is
confirmed by a remarkable capital outflow from Scotland,
mirrored across the UK, and reaching some £500 million
by 1914. The extent in Scotland was some £110 per
capita, relative to £90 per capita in the rest of the UK.6
The relatively slow rate of structural change in the Scottish
economy, particularly in terms of consumer-led demand
and in construction, as well as industrial modernisation,
can be largely attributed to this limited domestic demand
and the more attractive prospects for investors overseas.
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Collaborative endeavour
The remarkable period of transformation in the economic
and social fabric of the country is reflected in the origins
of IESIS in the 1850s. The story of its establishment is
instructive when one attempts an inquiry into the causes
that drove the industrial growth that characterised the
period. IESIS was formed principally by the collaborative
endeavour of academic William Macquorn Rankine and
the locomotive engineer and entrepreneur Walter Neilson.
This crucial interface between the theoretical and practical
industrial application of engineering innovations reflected
the fundamental ethos of both the Institution itself and of
the wider success of Scottish industry, predicated as it was
on the efficient raising and use of steam to generate motive
power.
An important feature of Scottish industry in the 19th
century was that innovations tended not to be strongly
protected by patents but were shared across the industrial
community. IESIS meetings and Transactions made an
important contribution in this respect.
Dealing with structural changes to industry
The advance in economic and industrial progress in the
first Industrial Revolution did not occur in a vacuum;
it was a reaction to a preceding period of disruptive
change. A characteristic that has been perpetual and ever
greater in magnitude ever since. Formally described by
Joseph Schumpeter as Kondratiev waves7, these ‘waves’
demonstrate the correlation between repeated technological
revolutions and the ever greater momentum of economic
growth that sustains them. Each Kondratiev wave is driven
by a ‘carrier-branch technology’, defined as a new method
of doing things so much more efficiently than hitherto
that it reshapes every aspect of the economy. Several
such waves, or Industrial Revolutions, have impacted
the global economy since the 1780s, beginning with the
advent of steam power and more recently the emergence
of information technology and microcomputers. It is now
claimed that we stand on the brink of yet another wave
associated with the advent of ‘cyber-physical’ technologies
that are blurring the lines between the physical, digital,
and biological spheres. Consideration of how Scotland
might best position itself to exploit this new revolution
is therefore most opportune - see paper by Shields and
Venters page 15.

The modern context in Scotland
In past achievements, there is much to celebrate, something
which, true to the Scottish character, has been difficult
to express or use as the raw material and inspiration for
new and exciting developments. And yet many of the
characteristics described above that drove the first wave
of industrial growth in Scotland are still observable in
the form of key companies working at the cutting edge of
technology, supported by excellent technical education in
the country today.
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Perhaps being associated with the first wave of
Industrial Revolution has been an albatross as much as
a distinction, meaning that the resources - labour, capital,
entrepreneurialism and governance - of the Scottish
economy have been less readily geared to sustain a globally
leading position in subsequent shifts, as later waves like
chemical engineering and mass production emerged in the
20th century. Indeed, the very different nature of Scottish
growth through those wave cycles is reflected in the census
figures between 1801 and 1901, when the population
grew by 178%, but from 1901 to 2001 grew by just 13%.
In 1902 the Registrar-General forecast that Scotland’s
population would double over the next 60 years from 4.5
to 8.9 million. That proved to be wildly inaccurate.8
That highly optimistic forecast was based on a continuing
rapid population increase across the Scottish Midlands,
where manufacturing industry, trade, commerce,
agriculture and educational institutions had all reached a
high level of development. By 1935 however, Scotland still
depended upon the first wave ‘staple industries’ for 36.8
per cent of output relative to 27.8 per cent for the UK as
a whole.
Efforts to diversify the Scottish economy into emerging
industries during the first third of the 20th century
proved to be largely unsuccessful. Research on the early
Scottish motor industry9 demonstrates a particularly
high failure rate: of 50 new entrants, only seven firms
survived by 1914. Reasons for failure varied from
under-capitalisation to technical incompetence. By 1930
the Scottish vehicle industry had been reduced to only
one significant manufacturer, Albion Motors, which
specialised in commercial vehicles rather than motor cars.
The early promise of the Scottish automotive industry was
not realised and, in contrast to the English Midlands, a
thriving motor vehicle industry was not part of structural
change. Timing was also important; after 1930, once other
firms had adopted mass production, the barriers to entry
were prohibitive. The intensity of the general economic
depression also rendered firms unwilling or unable to
undertake new activities. One of Clydeside’s biggest
engineering firms, Beardmore, had planned a massive
investment programme to build aircraft and automobiles
after the First World War but when recession struck in
1921 it was unable to finance the programme.8
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When major shifts in the nature of Scottish manufacturing
finally emerged from the Second World War onwards they
were largely driven by a combination of inward investment
and state supported development. Some of this was driven
by the war economy, such as the establishment of RollsRoyce and Ferranti plants in Scotland. The clustering effect
of these large firms saw the creation of 30 new aerospace
supply chain companies by 1950. The investment by IBM
in Scotland also led to the establishment of a business
machine industry as well as radio, electrical engineering
and electronics manufacturing. Although the first major
foreign investment in Scottish manufacturing was Singer
at Clydebank in 1885, the extent of this new investment
in concert with the decline of the vertically integrated and
Scottish owned staple industries meant that the structure
of ownership became more remote; with overseas
headquarters in control and branch plants situated in
Scotland. Inward investment became so prevalent that by
the early 1980s some 80,000 people were employed in
overseas owned firms. This accounted for 40 per cent of
all employment in the engineering sector10.
The most striking instance of this activity was in
electronics, with an increase in employment of 35,000
between 1959 and 1983 and accounting for 10 per cent
of manufacturing employment11. One of the key structural
weaknesses of this branch plant model however was the
limited diffusion of technology to indigenous firms and
the subsequent rapid decline of this sector as market
conditions changed from the late 1990s due to a lack
of integration within a Scottish value chain. In 1999,
electronics represented 32% of Scottish manufacturing
value. Fourteen years later, it was 8%12.
While it is easy to adopt a declinist outlook about
Scotland’s long-term industrial trajectory over the last
century, it is important that the loss of the once iconic staple
industries of shipbuilding, steel and coal, that had their
genesis in the first Industrial Revolution, are not viewed as
part of a terminal decline of our manufacturing capability
- indeed it is a sector we urgently need to reposition at
the heart of our economic future in order to maximise the
country’s productive potential.
Half a century ago, manufacturing represented around
40 per cent of GDP and accounted for around 30 per cent
of all employment. Today, it accounts for just 12 per cent
of the economy and only nine per cent of the workforce
– which equates to a mere 190,000 people. That relative
decline does, however, obscure some excellent areas
of manufacturing innovation in Scotland, with several
indigenous companies that have achieved a real global
reach with their products and services. Whilst the popular
narrative tends to overlook these international success
stories that are often hidden in plain sight, like Optos,
Clansman Dynamics, Touch Bionics, Alexander Dennis,
Linn Products, Aggreko and Wolfson Microelectronics, it is
also apparent that such firms represent a small ‘competitive
core’ that contribute disproportionately to Scotland’s
growth, with high productivity and active engagement in
innovation and internationalisation projects.

Paper No. 1682

Currently Scotland’s productivity ranks in the 3rd quartile
of OECD countries and although productivity growth has
been better than the UK average since 2009 (increasing
at an annual average of 0.7%), the rate of productivity
growth in Scotland lags behind many of our competitors.
To catch up, Scotland must expedite a significant increase
in its rate of productivity growth. Achieving the required
growth would be truly transformational. Increasing
Scotland’s productivity to the level of the top quartile of
OECD countries would grow GDP by almost £45bn (an
increase of 30%), and annual average wages could be over
£6,500 higher (an increase of 25%).
It is in Scottish manufacturing that we can find the
prime mover towards any significant realisation of that
opportunity for enhanced productivity; the firms within
that sector continue to disproportionately drive innovation,
investment and international exports.
On some measures, Scotland’s innovation performance
is improving. However, performance still significantly lags
many other countries on key innovation measures. Despite
some signs of improvement, Scotland’s R&D performance
continues to be below the UK and most OECD countries.
Although Business Enterprise R&D (BERD) increased by
45% to £905m per annum between 2010 and 2014, faster
than the OECD and UK average, Scotland’s performance
is near the bottom of the 3rd quartile of OECD countries.
To reach the top OECD quartile, Scottish BERD would
need to be 200% higher (an increase of £1.8bn). The
need to close this gap is critical. Although the number
of businesses in Scotland investing in R&D in 2014 was
2,790, an increase of 23% since 2012, R&D remains
heavily concentrated, with ten businesses accounting for
45% of the total. Almost 70% of R&D investment is by
non-Scottish owned businesses13.
Despite higher education R&D rates in Scotland being
amongst the highest in the world, there appears to have
been a significant disconnect between academic innovation
and its application by industry in Scotland. There is
obvious potential to increase industrial interaction with
higher education, and addressing this is a major focus
of Innovation Centres such as the Advanced Forming
Research Centre (AFRC).
Rates of investment in businesses in Scotland also lag
nearly all other OECD economies, and this has been a
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trend extending back to the heavy industries of the 19th
century, as described above. This means that it is likely
that business capital stock levels also lag, negatively
affecting productivity performance. Most manufacturing
facilities in Scotland will tend to have placed less priority
on investment in modern plant and the latest production
engineering methods relative to competitors overseas. To
match the rate of the top quartile of OECD countries,
business investment in Scotland would need to be 90%
higher, or an increase of £10bn. Most businesses that are
looking to grow are not considering external funding, and
this raises questions about the level of growth ambition,
and whether ambitions can be achieved through internal
funding alone.
Poor competitiveness in productivity, innovation and
capital investment also hinders scope to drive export sales
and grow overall industrial production. Around 60%
of Scottish SMEs trade only within Scotland. Scotland’s
exports are also highly concentrated - just fifteen businesses
account for 30% of all international exports, and seventy
firms account for 50%. Scotland’s key international
export markets remain Europe and the USA, with sales to
emerging markets relatively low. Five sectors account for
almost 50% of exports13.
The present state of Scottish manufacturing is far
removed from that during the first Industrial Revolution
but there are some key similarities in the structural
weaknesses, most notably when considering investment
levels. The root of industrial success in that first era was
founded in a high level of innovation nourished by the free
flow and utilisation of information between academics and
industrialists, and by high levels of export of capital goods,
facilitated by the dominance of the British Empire trade in
global markets. The main structural weaknesses of Scottish
heavy industry even at its apex were its reliance upon
cheap labour intensive practices, a low level of investment
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in new plant and processes and the preponderance of selfcontained family ownership of industries. If Scotland is to
mount a renewal and expansion of its manufacturing base,
then each one of those areas is a priority for significant
improvement.

Conclusion
The country stands upon the cusp of a great, disruptive
opportunity with a new Industrial Revolution emerging. It
is therefore imperative that the nation’s industrial base is
encouraged to adopt the characteristics required to advance
growth by being more innovative and international, while
investing adequately in the most advanced plant and
processes. These are not ideas that are alien; they are some
of the very same ones that originally drove Scottish capacity
to lead the world in industrial development through the
19th century. We can either indulge in declinist nostalgia
about past industrial glory or learn the real lessons of
previous successes – and structural weaknesses – applying
them to harness the inherent potential within our industries
to re-establish the country as one of the leading advanced
manufacturing centres of the 21st century. Just as it formed
a vital conduit for innovation from its establishment in
the 19th century, it is our hope that IESIS can also form
a critical part of that endeavour today, not least through
the publication of this journal, which offers an excellent
and inspiring range of perspectives on the current state of
Scottish manufacturing and the opportunity to best realise
its full potential for growth in the years ahead. It presents
us all with a challenge and clarion call to re-industrialise
Scotland.
This country does have one distinct advantage over most
others in that it has done all of this already, albeit quite
some time ago, although it may have failed to learn the
most challenging lessons about its weaknesses as well as
its many strengths. The trick now is to learn from both of
those and do it all over again.
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Case Study

Touch Bionics
Touch Bionics, a spin-out company from the National Health Service in 2003 based
in Livingstson, specialises in the development of upper limb prosthetic technology.
In 2016, it was acquired by the Icelandic company Össur, a global leader in noninvasive orthopaedics.
Chief Technical Officer Hugh Gill joined the company in 2007. Hugh was inducted
into the Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame in 2013 for his contribution to the
development of hand prosthetics.
Hugh Gill

This article is a based on information from Hugh Gill.

Company Ethos

Touch Bionics manufactures low volume, high value
technically challenging products. While the need to
be profitable has to be a main motivating factor in
any company, staff in Touch Bionics find satisfaction
in providing equipment that can make significant
improvements in the quality of life of their customers.
The drive for success is initially with the leadership
team. They have vision, mission goals, core values etc. The
underlying success is with the diverse business skills of the
executive team for sales, marketing, clinical, regulatory,
design, manufacturing and quality systems. The main
strategic priorities for the company are: (a) recurring
revenue; (b) quantify the economic benefit; (c) expand the
market reach.

Management style

A key feature of their management style is to engage
with staff at all levels, keeping management structures
to a minimum. Innovation is sought for products, for
manufacturing processes and for post sales service
to customers in terms of reimbursement, warranty,
insurance, etc. Another feature is the drive to work with
appropriate business KPIs (Key Performance Indicators).
The interaction with customers and patients through the
management team is also important. They take a ‘frugal’
approach to development. They seek to spend money
wisely; to carefully assess return on investment.
The company works closely with three levels of client:
the insurance companies, the prosthetists and the people
who use their products.
Management team meetings are held every month in
USA, Germany and UK for either a one or 2 day session.
These meeting allow the business metrics (KPI’s), the
product roadmap, and customer services feedback to be
reviewed as well as business performance on the financials
as well as sales and marketing.

Design

The core values of the company are: (a) Innovation (b)
Outstanding product quality and customer focus; (c)
Empowerment, engagement, personal and professional
growth for staff; (d) Optimised and Enduring Outcomes
for patients. The core values of Össur are Courage,
Honesty and Frugality.

Hugh uses a range of techniques for generating ideas.
He uses the de Bono thinking hats approach where, for
example, a yellow hat indicates creative thinking where
ideas are generated in an open, non-judgemental context.
Later a black hat is ‘worn’ when judgements are necessary.
Their products are subject to constant improvement but
that they seek to limit the number of innovations in a
product at any one time to not more than three in order to
be able to control the complexity. Innovation follows two
main methods either incremental or radical. Incremental
innovation is product improvements of existing products
meeting customer feedback requirements but radical
innovation is key to expanding the market and provides
differentiation against competing products.
They work with two levels of design specification. First
a high level specification that defines the overall goals in
terms of cost, reliability, customer satisfaction, etc. Second
a product design specification that addresses such factors
as compliance and detailed technical requirements.
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They use processes such as Six Sigma and Lean. However
the key to success is using the wealth of information which
arrives at customer services and using it wisely. Every
Engineering Change Notification (ECN) takes significant
effort and cost to the company. In high value, low volume
contexts, allocation of resource to fine tuning of the
production process may not prove to be cost effective as
opportunity cost is a key factor to assigning resources.
Manufacturing process and the skill of the operators are
key to success of quality products as well as supply chain
in high value products.

Marketing, sales

The firm is market driven. Marketing and sales are the
heart and lungs of the organisation. Engineers tend to
focus on technical issues and become dissociated from
market issues. It is important that all staff take a holistic
view of the objectives of the firm. Marketing/sales staff
and technical staff need to work in close partnership.
Touch Bionics mostly use their own sales force since it
generates better customer focus and brand awareness and
development.

Case Study							
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Building the team

Hugh finds that using psychological tests is very helpful
in choosing staff to fit within the cultural needs of the
company. It is important to have a mix of people with
different mindsets and skills. Forming a cohesive team is
key for success in any sector of the business.

The Future

Those who provide investment capital to a firm such
as Touch Bionics are not looking for early high profits.
They look to support growth in the company enabling
possible acquisition or an initial public offering event to
grow the company and its staff further. This means that
for companies like Touch Bionics that are developed on
the basis of venture capital, a transition of the company at
some stage is likely to be inevitable.
Hugh Gill believes that Scottish manufacturing needs
to focus on high value, low volume work using high
levels of technical and innovate skills. It is very difficult
to compete with countries with low wages in other types
of manufacturing. He thinks that the Government could
support manufacturing start-ups in Scotland by providing
a team of hands on, battle hardened business people to
tactically support high growth opportunity companies.
Growing jobs in manufacturing in Scotland has to come
from our culture of innovation which is recognised
worldwide.

Manufacturing in Scotland

Kongsberg Maritime Marine Camera
Manufacturing at Wick
Kongsberg Maritime is a Norwegian owned multi-national company that provides
‘Solutions for onshore, offshore, merchant marine, subsea, naval and aquaculture
markets’. This article about their manufacturing facility at Wick is based on
information from Bill Baxter who manages the facility.
Osprey Electronics was established in Wick in the mid 1970’s by two Caithness
engineers who had originally served their time at Dounreay Nuclear Power facility
initially to do sub-contract electronic assembly work for various companies. They
found they were well placed to do any type of small batch manufacturing of
electro-optical assemblies. By the early 1980s, the company had found the niche
of manufacturing underwater video cameras for the rapidly developing worldwide
offshore oil industry. An entirely new range of underwater cameras was designed
and manufactured in Wick.
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The company now supplies perhaps around half of the professional deep-water video inspection cameras
used around the world. It was acquired by the Norwegian company Simrad in 1992, and became part of the
Kongsberg Group in 1996. The takeover allowed the company the opportunity to expand into new overseas
markets, and to strengthen its financial management, marketing and sales support.
Sales and Costs

The company sells to clients worldwide, and counts the
US Navy as one of its largest customers. Their cameras
have been deployed to explore the Marianas Trench, the
deepest place in the world’s oceans - almost 11 km below
the Western Pacific. Robustness is a key feature of the
company’s camera products.
The prices of their camera products are not the lowest
on the market, but their functional performance, robust
design and strong technical support provides significant
overall through-life cost savings. The company has a
strong customer focus.
Manufacturing in Wick, the company has relatively low
overhead costs; they own the building that they work in.
They pay well by local standards, but wages are probably
lower than those in more industrialised manufacturing
locations. The company finds that it can compete well
with many of the lower cost eastern European competitors
for much of its own in-house product designs.

Design and Manufacture

The company designs all of its own products and, apart
from a few specialised components and manufacturing
processes, all production operations are carried out in the
Wick facility. Maintaining tight control over the whole
manufacturing process gives significant advantages:
•

•

The product designers work closely with the
manufacturing and production engineering teams
to ensure ease of transition from prototype through
to full production and ongoing support through the
manufacturing lifecycle for each new product.
The company has tight control over the quality
of the product at all stages of the manufacturing
process, using the latest software systems to create
efficient workflows and minimising the chance
for operator errors. Carrying out the majority of
manufacturing in-house also allows better control
of delivery timescales.

•

The company is not overly reliant on the variable
pricing, quality and delivery performance of much
of the sub-contract supply chain.

Staffing

Over the years, most of the skilled workforce has been
recruited locally, supported by in-house apprenticeships
run in conjunction with the excellent education provision
available through schools, colleges, and the University
of the Highlands and Islands. There is a low turnover in
staff, providing excellent continuity, but the challenge of
bringing in fresh ideas. Kongsberg has a strong emphasis on
continual learning and development for all staff, investing
in the training of new skills which are then passed on to
others as part of business succession planning.

Active in the world of Digital Communication

A key market development in recent years is the increasing
interconnection of their camera products with computer
network systems and with the Internet. This drive towards
Internet Protocol (IP) camera products is slowly finding
its way into some of the company’s main market sectors,
but the need for their clients to upgrade their interface
electronics has meant uptake has been slower than they
would like, especially on the underwater Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROV’s) which form an important part
of the company’s product sales.

Location

The company provides a good example of how low
volume, high value product manufacturing can work well
in a community that is not close to a traditional industrial
centre. Neither the input materials nor the finished
products are bulky and shipping logistics to and from
this more remote location has not caused any problem
for the company. If one were to consider setting up a new
manufacturing facility from scratch, it is likely that this
might be done nearer to Kongsberg’s main UK operations
in Aberdeen, but from a social and community perspective
having it in Wick is excellent.
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Clyde Space CubeSats manufacturing facility
in Glasgow

Craig Clark

This article is based on information from Craig Clark who is the founder and CEO of
Clyde Space, a company based in Glasgow that has established itself as a global leader
in the design and manufacture of CubeSats. These are small satellites, also known
as nanosatellites – devices which measure only 10cm x 10cm x 34cm, but with the
advantage of miniaturisation, can now offer the same capability as large conventional
satellites at a fraction of the mission cost. An engineering graduate of Glasgow
University, Craig set up the company in 2005 after 11 years’ experience with Surrey
Satellite Technology Ltd, working as a power systems engineer in mission design,
spacecraft testing, on-orbit operations and management. He wanted to establish a
presence in space technology in Scotland and the company name was inspired by the
Clyde’s illustrious industrial heritage - albeit associated with steamships rather than
spaceships.

The company’s business model offers a full range
of products and services from conceptual design,
development, integration, testing, through to launch and
on-orbit operations. It also manufactures off the shelf
components for the global satellite supply chain, as well as
providing full turn-key solutions for assembly, integration
and management of CubeSat missions from its base in
Glasgow.
Most of the products are exported and the company
adopted an export focus from the outset as that was where
the customer base was. Major customers include the
European Space Agency, NASA and the US Air Force, as
well as customers in Turkey, South Africa, India, China,
South America and Canada. Approximately 80% of Clyde
Space sales are outside of the European Union and over
95% outside of the UK. The company has approximately
a 40 per cent share of the global CubeSat power market,
and has also supplied over 220 power systems for small
satellites, making it the world’s biggest supplier of this
kind of power solution.
Starting as a component supplier for power systems,
batteries and solar panels, the company made a major
breakthrough in leading the UKube-1 mission in 2010, as
part of an initiative supported by the UK Space Agency
to launch the UK’s first national spacecraft – a miniature
satellite, which was launched in July 2014. Participation in
the mission placed Clyde Space in an excellent position to
capitalise on the fast growing global nanosatellite market.
The company has experienced 100% year on year growth,
both in turnover and employees, as a direct result from
involvement in UKube-1, and is now firmly established
as a global leader. From 2016, there is an average of 6
flight-ready CubeSats being manufactured each month in
Glasgow.
The company was funded by personal and venture
capital investments and now mainly expands its business

using revenue. Support from Scottish Enterprise has been
vital to support innovation activity and also to help the
start-up company mature its business processes as it grew.
This included ISO9001 accreditation, Quality Control
processes and supported by a workforce drawn from the
aerospace and defence sector in Scotland with experience
of manufacturing methodologies such as Six Sigma.
For space engineering products, quality is essential.
Durability, robustness, low volume, low weights have
to be given special attention. The company focuses on
process using a range of techniques to do this. They have
an external audit of their performance every month. They
work with a flat management structure in an open office
environment encouraging high levels of interaction among
all staff that facilitates a highly dynamic and responsive
culture.
There is an excellent talent pool for staff recruitment in
Scotland and there are also many highly skilled ex-pats
looking for an opportunity to move back to Scotland.
Craig is of the opinion that the Universities in Scotland
are excellent and he has found that that the quality of
graduates has increased since he left University; their
practical skills and understanding in particular has shown
improvement. They have four apprenticeships and a total
of eightyone staff at present.
Clydespace have their own sales and marketing team and
don’t use any resellers or agents for any of their business.
Craig believes that there is excellent potential for
the company to continue growing at pace. Although
considered a niche company at first, it has now achieved
sufficient scale to move towards volume production of
standard product types. In-house R&D activity drives the
constant evolution of the product base and capabilities
in both standard and bespoke ranges. Currently based at
the Skypark complex in Finnieston, the company occupies
a 1,000 m2 facility incorporating a 30 m2 Class 100,000
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clean room, a 200 m2 electronics labs and a 250 m2
environmental test facility. Clyde Space have found that
few sites in Scotland are suited to their model of officeclean factory type environment – traditional industrial
estates and office buildings present two extremes. With
new advanced manufacturing firms increasingly requiring
integrated office, lab and clean room manufacturing cells,
the design of a purpose built facility is certainly a challenge
to be solved in the future as Clydespace continues its rapid
pace of expansion.
In the longer term, Craig is clear that Clyde Space
is proud of its independence and they are very keen to
continue growing the company as an independent entity

Case Study

with global ambitions. Craig did however state that he
could never rule out the prospect of a takeover in the
future and as the business continues to succeed it becomes
more of an acquisition target by an aerospace giant that
will be overseas owned. As has often been the case in the
past, many promising Scottish companies that have the
potential to grow into global firms are often acquired at
a much earlier stage of their development, thus thwarting
that prospect. It remains to be seen what the future holds
for Clyde Space, a company that is committed to bringing
the venerable ‘Clydebuilt’ kite mark of excellence to the
global space industry.
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Learning for Engineering Enterprises
Iain MacLeod
Iain MacLeod was IESIS President 2012-14
A successful engineering firm needs to adopt a pervasive learning culture where all involved
take actions to learn in ways that will improve their own performance and that of the firm.
Basic features of such learning are:
• Learning to extend what you know in terms of factual, conceptual, procedural
knowledge, etc.
• Learning that develops skill i.e. to improve ability to do things
• Learning that develops good ways of thinking i.e. to adopt an ethos that will support
the objective of the enterprise and of society
A balance of learning across these features is needed.
School education

The learning environment in primary schools tends to
involve, in addition to knowledge acquisition, activities
where things are made and where creative ideas are
encouraged. This provides a better balance in relation to
the basic features than in secondary school education where
there is a deep focus on knowledge acquisition. In order to
develop skill and ethos, it is important to have an adequate
proportion of project work in the curriculum. Secondary
school education, where learning is compartmentalised
and where there is strong emphasis on knowledge testing,
tends not to involve a sufficient amount of project work.
Much good work is being done to introduce engineering
activities to schools. In particular Primary Engineer1 uses
the sustainable strategy of providing training for teachers
to supervise engineering projects.

Undergraduate engineering education

Starting in the 1870s, the engineering degrees offered by
UK universities were in engineering science and did not
address the practice of engineering. Such practice was
viewed as being unsuitable for study at a university2.
This philosophy was challenged in the 1980 Finniston
Report3 that stated (p84): “Our firm view is that formal
engineering teaching should be closely oriented to practice
and applications....” This resulted in engineering degrees
being relabelled as BEng or MEng but has not in all cases
resulted in a close orientation to practice. To make such a
transformations, it is necessary that a balance in learning
for the three features of education listed above is provided.
This can only be achieved by having an appropriate
amount of project work in the curriculum where best
practice methods are adopted.
It is also necessary that students start to learn to
think like an engineer4,5 - because how you think is very
important in achieving successful engineering outcomes .

As an example of a mode of thinking, the first of Deming’s
points for management6 is: ‘Create constancy of purpose
toward improvement of products and services…’ Deming
advises that this principle needs to be adopted by all staff
in the organisation. Students working in groups can reflect
on how such a principle can be applied in their project
work. Reflection of this type is at the heart of engineering
competence.
Those involved in planning undergraduate engineering
courses need to assess whether the curricula that they
offer do provide a suitable balance in relation to the three
features of learning defined above.

Learning at college

The need for balance for part-time education may be less
important but the principles for undergraduate courses
outlined above should also be applied to full time courses
at colleges.

Learning outside education

It seems hardly necessary to state that education is the just
the first step in a lifelong journey of learning. The concept
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of a learning culture is based on the principle that every
opportunity should be taken to learn. Such opportunities
include attending formal learning sessions, reading/
watching educational sources, observing and copying how
experts operate, discussions with peers.

Special Feature

It seems that the brain has a very large capacity to
assimilate knowledge and skill. One should constantly
seek to extend one’s knowledge, to develop skills and to
identify principles that can support successful outcomes.
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THE SCOTTISH ENGINEERING HALL OF FAME

The Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame was conceived and developed in 2011 by IESIS, at the suggestion of the
then President, Gordon Masterton. With the support of major engineering academics and institutions, a judging
panel of eminent engineers, industrial archaeologists and other specialists selects the inductees. Each year sees a
select few outstanding individuals added to the pantheon of great Scottish engineers.
Further information on these inductees and on all previous inductees can be found at:
www.engineeringhalloffame.org

Inductees 2016

Robert Stevenson (1772-1850),
bridge and
lighthouse designer and founder of a family dynasty of
lighthouse engineers. He developed his expertise to the
highest level and built a business that was sustained by
three more generations of Stevensons.

Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922), engineer
and inventor of the telephone. He successfully
defended his patent 550 times in the courts.
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James Goodfellow (b. 1937), electrical engineer; the original patentor of
the automated teller that transformed the way we get cash from banks. He is
an unsung hero whose transformational technology is now deployed in over
three million machines worldwide.
Acceptance speech by James Goodfellow
When Professor Masterton phoned to tell me about this
award, I was surprised, and highly honoured. When I saw
the names of those already enrolled in the Hall of Fame, I
was humbled to have some association, however tenuous,
with these famous engineers, who had, quite literally,
changed the world.
In 1965, I was a young, twenty-something development
engineer working for Kelvin Hughes in Hillington. In
response to a request from one of the major banks, I
was asked to investigate the possibility of developing a
machine, which could autonomously issue cash to the
bank’s customers, outwith normal banking hours.
It is worth mentioning here that normal banking hours
were 10.00am till 3.00pm, Monday to Friday, and 10 to 12
on Saturday morning! I know nowadays that’s difficult to
believe. It was the imminent closure on Saturday mornings
that triggered the need for an autonomous cash dispenser.
The pivotal question was, how was a machine going
to identify an authorised bank customer, with enough
certainty, to hand out the Bank’s money? Biometrics, e.g.
fingerprints, were considered most likely to provide the
solution. However, the technology in 1965 was totally
inadequate.
I looked at the use of what I called exotic tokens, devices
which would have some unusual characteristic, be very
difficult to replicate, but which could be detected by the
machine, but this proved fruitless. Having previously been
involved in designing access control equipment, I had a
card reader and a selection of cards left over from that
project. I started redesigning the electronics to read digital
data from these plastic cards, when I had the EUREKA
moment.
I realised that, if a binary coded number was stored on
the card, it could be read into the machine. If an associated,
decimal number, the Personal Identification Number, (PIN)
was then keyed in separately, the machine could compare
them. If their mathematical relationship was correct, this
would confirm the identity of the customer, and cash could
be safely issued.
My proof of concept, my Heath Robinson lash-up,
including a section of a chocolate bar dispenser, was
loaded into the guard’s van at Glasgow Central station en

route overnight to London, where I successfully presented
my invention and demonstrated it to the banks and other
interested parties, including the Assistant Cashier of the
Bank of England.
It was agreed I had the answer, and the go ahead was
given. With one million customers, a six-digit PIN was
the obvious length, but the Bank’s risk assessment showed
four digits to be a better compromise of security versus
customer acceptance. The patent just said a “plurality” of
digits.
Patents were applied for on May 2 1966, and were
later granted world-wide, and licenced by the major
manufacturers.
In January 1967, Smith’s Industries, Kelvin’s parent
company, closed the Hillington facility and moved the
project to England. I left the company and pursued my
career elsewhere.
I had nothing further to do with the Cash Machine until
2005, 38 years later, when someone else claimed, and was
acclaimed, to have invented it in June 1967, albeit using
radioactive cheques for security. This forced me to dig out
my original May 1966 Patent, and go public with it. Now,
50 years later, there are over 3 million ATMs in use worldwide, with a billion transactions every day. With millions
of Point of Sale terminals also using my card and PIN
methodology, it has surprised everyone with its longevity.
I‘m sure the banks did rather well from having this
equipment, but I like to think millions of people around
the world continue to benefit from having this one aspect
of their daily life simplified, just a little bit, and I imagine
that includes most of you here tonight.
I hope the history of this product might help to convince
some of our bright, imaginative, young people that
engineering is indeed the most creative and satisfying of
professions, and that Scotland continues to play a leading
role in innovation.
I would like to acknowledge the contribution of the late
Dick Swarbrick and the late A.I.O.Davies, and of Geoff
Constable, then Kelvin’s Chief Engineer.
And finally, to thank Professor Masterton, and his panel
of eminent judges, for according me this honour, and I
would like to assure you Sir, it is deeply appreciated.
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Sir Duncan Michael (b. 1937), talented structural engineer who became
a global business leader and restructured Arup into a business fit for global
growth.

Acceptance speech by Sir Duncan Michael
Fame is the Spur - said John Milton. He was in Cromwell’s
Cabinet ruling Britain without a Royal. Minister for
Propaganda. I like Milton’s works.
I don’t have a Caledonian Canal. Nor a separate
condenser. We are a new world, children of these earlier
worlds. To be here has caught me out, surprised and
overwhelmed. Thank you IESIS for your great kindness
to me.
The Citation mentions Arup, as it must, there 54 years,
continuing. Arup is belief based - with 2.5 chosen principles.   
Excellence of Products (quality of work), Equal Respect for
all People (honourable in all our dealings) and Moderation
on the Money (reasonable prosperity). Money is the half
principle. If you rank money equally it will be a cuckoo in
the nest, always edging the other two principles out.
It was a shock to find such a firm commercially viable,
on my Journey to America.   But here I still am, still in love,
still tolerated. Will Arup survive you may ask. Crashes
happen. Can it survive - oh yes. Think universities, think
churches. Could Arup be invented today - no way. The
social soil has become just too sterile.
Excellence is open-ended - better can be better than
best.   Nor perfect on people - you cannot impose respect.
People revert to hierarchal - you must keep it loose.    A
paradox as between equality ideas and excellence ideas.
An elite emerges up the excellence axis. The multiplicity
of specialists, the focus on team working, the relative
anonymity, the wish to deliver integrated designs, a fairly
flat pay structure - they all help to soften the paradox.
Having no ownership underpins it all.
My proudest moment?   Pride is a sin. Maybe my best
item is this great seething global organism, this surfeit of
networks, mostly well within Ove Arups principles. You
still need self-respecting offices. I am in unredeemable
debt to some key starter persons.   In Iran it was Hossein
Amanat - an architect - in exile.   In Hong Kong it was
Wu Ying Sheung - a developer. In China it was Chan Ka
Ching - chair of the Arup Trustees - appoints the Group
Board. In California it was Peter Budd - retired to Fife but

not retired. In New York it was Guy Nordenson - now on
the African American Museum in Washington. In Turkey
it is Ahmed Hamdi Ataoglu - retirement resistant.   All
gave away beyond any call of duty. All remain good and
trusted friends today. I have been very very fortunate in
my friends. It is easy with goodwill.
May I say Hi here to Hugh Gill - at Howdens in 1985,
doing boring machines and wind turbine blades I guess.
My Imperial College graduate recruitment was oddly low
then. They were going to Howden - which one can only
praise.  So I bought shares in Howden - if you cannot
get the labour, get the fruits. Then Howden sold itself doubled my money - but so sad. Why do UK owners sell
out so much?
What do I do - people things. Engineering is for people,
is by people. You learn about people, who pays their debts,
who doesn’t.    So - disruptive books for my granddaughter,
Running a Scottish charitable trust, Raising 30 year capital
for homes here for poor people, Supervising for Arup at
Edinburgh University the Sociology of Fires in Shanty
Towns, Trustee of an Arup competitor.    As to the future,
it is yours not mine. Feel confident. Be bold. Society
hugely needs you. No one else can do it. Be worthy of
your opportunity.
Just met an old mate - has a big project in Bangladesh
- the garment factories where 20 million women work
making stuff for the big brands. He was hired to look at
the Fire and Structural problems. Safety action could take
15 years to implement for the 8000 factories, deaths and
damage continuing. So Arup is doing a lot on the ground
itself. Now you don’t order nice 25 year olds out onto
such locations - they have to choose. Arup found it had a
waiting list of its people and 100 plus are deployed. Little
publicity. A commercial contract. I shed a tear.
Last week I was in Liverpool Labour, a fantastic
experience. Yesterday I was in Queensferry at the New
Bridge. Another tear - it is so comely, so inevitable in its
setting.   But Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame, for me
this caps everything. So Thank You.
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Manufacturing in Scotlan

Philip Godfrey Preston - President 2014-16
Phil Preston was a professional engineer with wide ranging
experience in transportation in Scotland. He was born and
brought up in Glasgow and attended Hillhead school. In
1978 he graduated BSc in Civil Engineering from Paisley
College of Technology (now the University of the West of
Scotland).
He was inspired to seek a career in the maritime sector by
reading about the Stevenson family of Lighthouse engineers.
Robert Louis Stevenson wrote (in Records of a Family of
Engineers, 1896) “Being an engineer takes a man into the
open air; it keeps him hanging about harbours sides, which
is the richest sort of idling ; it carries him to wild islands, it
gives him a taste of the genial dangers of the sea; it makes
demands on his ingenuity; it will go far to cure him of any
taste (if ever he had one) for the miserable life of cities”.
His first appointment was with consulting engineers
Crouch & Hogg with whom he worked on a variety of
design projects mainly associated with ferry services for
the west coast mainland and islands of Scotland. He also
worked on shipyards on the lower Clyde and on ports
projects. In 1987 he opened a regional office in Oban for
Crouch & Hogg.
In 1993 Phil joined Caledonian MacBrayne Ltd as the Superintendent Civil Engineer. He was responsible for
all of their shore infrastructures such as piers, linkspans and port offices. In 2003, he was promoted to Deputy
Technical Director and for a while was in charge of all the technical activities of the business including the ships
whilst the Technical Director was on medical leave. His next step up the ladder was to Operations Director
where he was accountable for delivering the demanding lifeline services to the Western Isles. It was in this
position and later as Managing Director that Phil excelled. He had a fantastic knowledge of the network and
the ships as well as the staff and many of the local people. He was brilliant at FUG (Ferry User Group) meetings,
bringing calm order to sometime rowdy gatherings.
In November 2011, he joined Loganair as Chief Operating Officer. The switch from a long career in the maritime
environment to the world of aviation was a demanding challenge but one Phil undertook with great enthusiasm
despite many long hours learning the intricacies of aviation safety legislation. Phil’s intimate knowledge of the
island communities was of great help to him in his new role as he was well respected wherever he went. Phil
oversaw the successful introduction of the larger 50 seat Saab 2000 aircraft to the Loganair fleet.
Despite his busy workload Phil was very active in other organisations. He became president of the Institution
of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland in 2014 and had a very successful first year of presidency, but the
sudden appearance of a brain tumour in 2015 prevented him continuing into his second year. He was keen to
encourage future generations of engineers and, as President of IESIS, he worked to promote engineering. His
wide ranging engineering experience in the civil, maritime and aero sectors made him a very worthy president
of a multidisciplinary institution.
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News from Glasgow City of Science and Innovation
The Art of Possible: Innovating our Quantum Future
17 March 2017 – start time 4.45pm, Glasgow Science Centre
The Art of Possible is a new event programme
for Glasgow and the West of Scotland. These
events will create space for Innovators academics, innovators, and entrepreneurs across the STEM and Creative Industries to
discover the new revolutions in Emerging and
Enabling Technologies that are set to change
the world we live in. Art of the Possible
provides a participatory innovation hub for our diverse innovation
community to explore new collaborative opportunities and ideas
exchange that will drive innovation with impact - for both society and the
wider economy.
Please visit our website for further information:
http://www.glasgowcityofscienceandinnovation.com
Venturefest Scotland 2017
Scotland’s business innovation and growth summit, Venturefest Scotland,
returns to the Glasgow Science Centre on Weds 20 September
2017. Designed to help high-growth SMEs and ambitious early-stage
companies to grow through innovation, the event connects business owners,
entrepreneurs, investors, academics and innovators and provides a platform
for growing companies to find the tools, advice, funding and contacts they
need to take their businesses to the next level.
This year’s packed, full-day programme includes ‘hands’ on interactive
workshops on themes including Industry 4.0 and Future Trends; inspiring
keynotes from successful entrepreneurs; a Meet the Expert programme of
free 1-2-1 appointments; a dynamic exhibition and an Innovation Showcase
presenting 30 of Scotland’s most innovative companies and their groundbreaking products and services.
Registration is free and any aspiring Scottish business - in any sector - is
invited to attend. Pre-register for the summit now at
http://www.venturefestscotland.co.uk and get involved in the year-long
Scotland-wide feeder workshop sessions
http://venturefestscotland.co.uk/feeder-sessions
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Lecture Programme 2016-2017
Thursday 8 September 2016 - Joint Lecture with IMechE & Glasgow Caledonian University
‘Engineering of Bridges ’
Dr Martin Cullen,
Associate Dean of International, School of Engineering and Built Environment, Glasgow
Caledonian University
Tuesday 4 October 2016
‘The Presidential Address’ Ms Karen Dinardo
Tuesday 8 November 2016
‘Disruptive Manufacturing in the 4th Industrial Era ’
Gordon Venters, Head of Engineering, Scottish Enterprise
Nick Shields, Director, Scottish Manufacturing Advisory Service
Tuesday 13 December 2016 - Joint Meeting with RINA
‘UK Warship Design and Build : How to remain competitive’
Paul Feely, Engineering Director, BAE Systems, Glasgow
Tuesday 10 January 2017 - Joint meeting with IMarEST
‘The Tay Bridge Disaster - was Thomas Bouch negligent?’
Professor Iain MacLeod, IESIS Past President
Tuesday 7 February 2017
‘Disposal of radioactive waste’
Professor Rebecca Lunn, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, University of
Strathclyde
Tuesday 7 March 2017 - The MacMillan Lecture
‘The Queensferry Crossing The engineering behind a 21st century bridge over the River
Forth’
David Climie, Project Director, Transport Scotland
Michael Martin, Project Director, Forth Crossing Bridge Constructors
April 18 2017
‘AGM plus Members’ meeting

CPD certificates will be available on the evenings

